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C. W. HARE

MISS

HINES WARNS
.

HELEN TAFT

MUST

RESUME

WHO

MAJORITY OF TRAINMEN HAVE
CONE BACK TO WORK
,
ON COAST.

DUTIES

SOME

DEFIANT

STILL

PREACHES GOSPEL,

MARKET

UNEARTHS STILLS

TO WORK

RAIL STRIKERS

JAIL AND FINE FOR ANY
HOLD UP U. S. MAIL
SERVICE.

LOST IN FOG, BOYS
HAVE CLOSE CALL

MANY RETURN

Nearly Drowned by Tide Off
Maine Coast When Fisher
men Rescue Them.
Cbebeague, Me. Dense fog nearly
cost the lives of two young Chebeague
Island fishermen, sons of Augustus
Dyer and Capt John Grlltin. The
boys were out in a Hampton boat, gill
Rock, when they
netting off Half-Walost their bearings In the fog, and the
first they knew their keel grated on
a reef and Immediately they were
plunged Into the ocean.
I!v good luck they gained a footing
on the seaweed, standing waist deep

Preacher Uses

Bible

QUOTATIONS

and Shot

gun in Business of Breaking
Up

Lawlessness.

1

PULPIT

IS

ARSENAL

y

SERVED ON CALIFORNIA,
ARIZONA AND NEVADA BY
DIRECTOR GENERAL.

NOTICE

Western
...

2.

v

...

..

-.-

,
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C. W. Hare, director of sale of the
war department, accompanied by a
large ataff of experts, hai gone to Europe to dispose of the surplut stock
of war materials held there.
More
than $1,500,000,000 worth of surplus
property is to be disposed of by the
director of sales.

Newspaper t'tiion

Nei

Here Ik warnWashington, Auk.
ing issueil hy IMrector lieneral llilics
In rail strikers when lie tohl theia to
fill their
Co hack to work or lie'U
Any one who interferes with or
llie possession, use, operation or

control of any railroail property, or
railroad uniler feileral control, commits an offense against the 1'niied
,
Slates, piiuislialile hy fine ami
ami w ill he arresieil aiel
pros-erilte-

TAKES DROP

MOVING AGAIN.

pCL

h

it

at

-

Weftttrn New upafier I'nion News

arvlce.

Los
t'ul., Auj,'. 30. Hy a
slight majority li.mxi switchmen anil
yardmen, who have been on strike
lure, voled lo return to work. The
vole was taken at a mass meeting,
which was addressed by A. K. Whitney, iiiieruniioiial vice president uf
Hie linn in liooil of Itailway Trainmen.
iny the vote, ihose who balloted not to ri'iiiru lo work declared
lhat, despite Hie result, they would
not return to work.
I.os Aup'les.
The four local broth
erhoods, includint: trainmen, eonililc
tors, engineers and firemen, following
a iiiccl iiiir here, voted by n
majority lo return to work.
Tin aetinli of llie men brought to
w ithout prece
an i nil a railroad
dent in Hie history of the West. It
caused a caiicc lliiiinn of trausconli
neiilal I ro ins, left inany points in
uiihiuit mails for days, and
ihreateiied a wuter I ti ill IK' at desert
points dependent on railroad tank
cars for their supplies.
Heeding the announcement of the
government Hint it would run the
trains at all costs, and the determination of fulled States Marshal ('. T.
Walton of l.os Angeles that all trains
in the sirike area would he given adequate protection, railroad strikers
to return to work throughout
southern California.
What was regarded as a critical
situation in fruit transportation in the
Kresno disiriet was saved when the
striking yard and switchmen determined to return, following a visit by
A. V. Whitney, u vice president of the
ItrotherliiHid of Itallroad Trainmen,
striking workers at San lternardino
expressed a willingness lo return to
work.
Aiii-'ele-

places:

inipiis-ouuieiil-

LIVESTOCK

PACIFIC COAST TIEUP ON RAIL8
BROKEN AND TRAINS ARE

Taft, daughter of the
has sailed for Europe to
make a study of foreign educational
systems. Miss Taft is acting president of Bryn Mawr college.
This is
her latest photograph, mada a few
days before she sailed.
Miss

Helen

one who olisiriicts or aitacks
assisiing or emleavorin to asIS PROBABLE
(lie possession, use, operation STRIKE
MEAT SHOWS MOST GENERAL REml of any railroaul imilcr feilDUCTION IN CHICAGO.
eral control, will he guiliy of llie offense ilcscrilicil anil will he ileali with ACTION
WILL
GOVERNMENT
TAKE NOT MADE PUBLIC.
PALMER accordingly.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Any one w ho ohstmctK or relarils llie
THINKS MARKETS SHOW
passage of the mail or any vehicle or
DECREASE.
CIRCULAR
DIRECTS
person currying 'he same likewise cola- JEWELL'S
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IN UNITED STATES.
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to
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work
of living, Sllill till lilt- government
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winded was a fnir chuucc to show filled."
i
to us. Our success depend
This iiciloti, ciimliiL' nfter the an- - can
what could III' diillf to lake III'
upon how we can slop the
inflation out of tlii- iiuirki't. Hi' uoiinceiuent hy Hie four lirol hcrhond entirely
Inlirotherhooils wmilil iiansportatioii service of this eoiiniry.
suiil officials witi'
vll pleased Willi chiefs lhat
Hie Itailriuiil Ailiulnlsiralion It is to he re(,'i'elleil thai It is neces(III success so fur utlailled mill tllllt 'assist
sary to make such plans, hut every
i iiimilal ive results were expected ill operating the lines if Hie Illegal honorable menus have been exlunisle
Is llie
when Congress enacts iiiiii'iiilinriits to strike was not teriuiiiaieil,
ill our effort to brini; about u setlle-ineii- t
Hit' fooil colitrol law iv which criiii- - 'most drastic ever taken hy Hie govwithout resorting to drastic
iluil pi'luillli'N run lu Imposed mi prof-- ernment In a lahor controversy.
measures."
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first store sale of
In
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stockyards was asrrilii'il to several erally
:i disastrous effect on efforts to brill i: army foodstuffs and carried away con
:
Nevailii
ri asoiiK anil parity to the Ki'iieral pro"A sirike Is In progress on the part down prices, has not been disclosed, if, siderable quantities of fooil without
test against the liit.'li cost of living.
paying for It. Police squads were unIndeed, it lias been considered.
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This strike began ill wllh all classes of employes, the di- opened, the crowd surged forward,
eosls.
I .os
lis it sympathetic rector (.'ciieriil instructed the hoard on overpowering guards and salespeople,
Angeles
purely
'1 lie
public lias curtailed lis buying
sirike on account of a emu roversy be- railway wiiki'H to consider prompt v lieens of persons. Including women,
if pork ami lieef reeently, while
tween llie Pacific Kleetric Hallway any ilemamlN that mlirlit he made and to were injured hy police clubs. The
receipts ai'e lare. The eastern
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I'oiupiiny
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nol in the possession or control of ihe he made until It has been proved Hull
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I'nileil Slales government. The strike the present level of prices is (lenilll-neut- .
Nogales, Ariz. The luidly mutilated
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In Hint case, both the rresident hoilies of two Chinese lessees on the
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hit.
and .Mr. Mines have kIvcii assurances l.os Allsos ranch, thirty miles souib
w ll hunt any
Wllh lower retail prices on meals was filtered upon
a enhln
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about three weeks. In the been killed on Aug. 2. One body
In the eonimlssion ployes anil the sleam ruilroails upiiii ily requires
ilecllneil.
he-- 1
It
is
Hie
present instance, however,
showed five knife wounds and the
house district tipples sluinpeit L'.'i cenls which Ihey worked, anil also of
ul between the I'nlleil Meted the vote may he completed ear- - other mini had been killed with an ax
a luishel, oranges .VI cents u box, nallomil agree
were
Instructions
as
the
Her,
given hy
llie crime Is said to have been per
sweet
cents n luishel, Slales Itailroad Administration audi- 'international
potatoes
officers to the unions to petrated hy some person whose mind
cents Hie chief executives of the orgaiilza- summon
cents; luiuamis,
peaches,
If
necessary and to had been Inflamed hy the propaganda
meetings
n hunch anil cantaloupes, ''"i ecu is u lions to which Hie strikers belong,
nallomil agreement providing for telegraph the result of the liallollng.
which Is being circulated against Ihe
crate; (niuutocs, green corn ami water- such
Hie adjiisiineiil of all causes of coinAsking "very serious consideration' Chinese In Sonora.
melons also snhl lower.
plaints in an orderly manner without of the question, the committee told the
unions that any additional general In
Pitcher Hit By Lightning.
suspension of work.
Probably Victim of Revenge.
crease in the wages of railroad emI iciiver.
Ohio.
of certain
Cleveland,
Investigation
Ray Caldwell,
American Airmen Join Poles.
ployes, virtually all of the whom have pitching for Cleveland, was knocked
threats made against the life of (ieorge
will
more
make
demands
for
or
made
Ameriunit
the
of
Tlie
first
I'liris.
;. Klein, slain head of the bootleg
down and the entire field shocked
money, would include the shopmen and flash of lightning which seemed hy to
squad of the I'eliver police department. can volunteer aviators for the l'olish
not
a
were
to
told
that
meet
to
forget
leave
simiii
Ihey
Is believed hy the police to hold llie army expects lo
shiHit
into the pitcher's box.
strike now meant that the shopmen i iiiiiwciidirectly
most promising clue to the Identity of Ihe llerliiiili pilots flying from the
whs uazeil ror several mo!
to
were
an
force
alone
striking
army against the I'oles. .Major
the assassin who shot Klein from amments, hut pitched the remainder of
announces Hie Inline of llie crease for the entire 2,(KMI,(MI0 railroad Hie game. The flash ram
bush as Hie detective was alighting In ii It
during a
rain and whs followed hy a deafening
Iroiii his automobile at the side of lilt squadron as the Kosciusko escadrille, employes,
liome. A reward of f I.imhi has been of- nfler the Polish general who fought
crush of thunder. One of the players
Montenegro Rises Against Serbs.
touched Caldwell on the head and
fered by Commissioner of Safety Frank under Washington in Hie entire revn-- I
London. fighting has broken out
M. Iiowner for information leading to in ionary campaign.
leaped high Into the air. He said the
everywhere in Montenegro and the pitcher seemed to lie cracking with
Ihe arrest ami conviction of the murwhole country is in a state of revolu-- '
Dump 12,000 Gallons Beer.
derer of Meteetive Klein. The roliee-man- s
electricity.
tioii, according to news received here.
Knur hundred barrels,
Chicago.
rrotective Association also ofi
tneas-are
usinR
Serbians
The
"'
strong
manmi.
cent
Anarchists Take Three Towns,
beer,
fered an additional
gallons of J.7"i per
ufactured hy the Schlitz Hrewing Com- u res in an attempt to suppress the upluidon. The towns of Kuplunsk,
lie
in
to
a
"We
for
rising.
lxiy-Hmiles
of
pany of Milwaukee, before
Appeal Treaty to People.
of the Italkan
Kharkov, and Puvlovsk, on the Ion
Washington. The contest in the prohibition, were dumped into the gut- was a statement made from trouble,"
au-- i
an
of
river, ninety miles
Senate over the peace treaty ami the ters of a North Side street hy Otto It.
Ihoritutive source. The Montenegrin
Voronezh, have leen raptured liy the
league of nat ions has reached such a Kilerst, I'nited States revenue inspec- have cut the
between
railway
Virpiizar I'silslM'vikl, according to a statement la- stage that both sides have decided to tor, lo enable the coinpiiiiy to recover and
Autivari, on the ciyist.
filed hy the Russian soviet gorera- appeal their case to llie country. Presi- .f'.'.tno in taxes previously paid
UNTIL
dent Wilson, as niiuouneed at the
Asks War Measure Continue
White House, will begin his countryReport Mexican Bandit Dead.
Mexico City. The death of Silverio
Aviator Is Fined.
Washington. To prevent an Influx
wide stumping tour for the uiiqualifli'il
Kansas City, Mo. On a charge of
ratification of the treaty. At the same Soto, a bandit leader who has been of aliens into the 1'tiited State after
time the President starts half a dozen liperating for some time in t lie slate Ipeai e is declared. President Wilson In flying his airplane within ten feet of
senators will also take the stump to of Sinaloa, is reported in a coimiiunl-catiot- i a message to Congress asked that the the roof, of a farmer's house, Charles
to the War Department by pnssHirt law In effect during the war II. Levy was fined $2i and costs for
urge not merely the adoption of reserIn a Justice Court
vations hut the flat rejeition of thei I.ieut. Antonio PalazueloM, n federal be continued for one year after the disturbing the
at f Nslson, Mo.
proclamation of peace.
entire treaty.
army officer in that state.
Any
pei'sons
sist in
or coin
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in a rising tide on the slippery
The moments passed, each
growth.
hours long to the anxious hoys, who
watched the tide rising against them
with every fresh roll of the sea. Miraculously the fog briefly lifted, and
far away two fishermen, Elijah Estes
and Frank Turk, caught a glimpse of
the stranded lads and went to their
rescue Just In the nick of time.
Dyer and Griffin say they prefer
any other perch to seaweed six miles
from shore in u Maine fog with an Incoming tide.

post-offii-

U. S. China Minister Resigns.
Paul
Reinsch,
Washington. Dr.
American minister to China, has re
now
in the
His
is
resignation
signed.
hands of President Wilson, but It wa?
denied that he had presented It "suddenly," as reported In Japanese dispatches to Honolulu.

Coming to Denver.
Will
Wilson
make his first address in Iteiiver on
behalf of the
treaty on Ihe mornIn the Auditorium. He
ing of Sept.
Hill arrive In Ihe city 11 p. m. Sept. 24
and leave for Pueblo 11 a. ni. Sept. 2.
Mrs. Wilson will accompany the President. Judge S. Harrison White, president of the Colorado branch of the
to Enforce Peace, wlwi has
lieen handling the arrangements for
the President's visit has made this an
nouncement.
Wilson

Ieliver. President

Carnegie Estate $30,000,000.
New York. Having given away
more than fToO.000,000 during hhj lifetime, Andrew Carnegie died leaving a
fortune of lietween $2.1,000,000 and
$30,0(10,0110, according to his wilL The
will disposes of $!Kj0,000 to puhlie and
charitable institutions, and leaves
of approximately $3in,0() t
friends and relatives. Including $10,-(ieach to former President Taft and
Premier Lloyd George of England and
$5,000 each to Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt abd Mrs. Thomas J. Preston.
0

$70,000 in Mail Pouch Gone.
The lost mall pouch, said
Chicago.
ieorge
head of the polli
liootleg squaiL was to contain $70,000 In cash and securishot and fatally wounded n he was ties, hound from Joliet, 111., to Chicago,
stepping from his automobile at his disappeared during an hour'a delay in
home at 1538 Newton street, at 1 the Joliet union station, according to
o'clock In the morning. Three shots belief expressed by James Stuart,
were
fired by an unknown assailant, chief postal Inspector of the Chicago
Hungary Under Martial Law.
The money was said to
Paris. Martial law, which was pro- who made his escape before assistance postoffice.
claimed In Budapest a few days ago, to the wounded officer arrived. One have been mailed last week. Posthas been extended to the whole of shot entered the left side of the abdo- master Quinn of Joliet, in a statement.
Havas dis- men and the other two lodared In De- absolved clerks and officials at his
Hungary, according to
tective Klein's legs
office.
patch from Budapest.

"Bootleg" Detective Shot

Ienver.

Ivtective

Klein,

Down

Moonshiners,

Destroys

Their Stills and Pours Out Whia
ky

la Terror to Lawbreakers In Mountains.

Elkwood, Ala. A Bible and a shot
gun are the weapons the Rev. John
K. Golns, uses in his business. Bun- day morning he preaches to his con
gregation In a little church near the
mountains. When he enters the put
pit, the "raiding parson," as he is call
ed, places a shotgun in the corner and
lays a revolver beside the open Hilije.
On Sunday afternoons the pastor
roams over the hills, hunting for
moonshiners, destroying their stills,
pouring out the whisky and arresting
the mountaineers. If necessary.
The pastor Is an ordained minister
and also an Internal revenue officer
appointed by Uncle Sam to put the
moonshiners out of business. Recent
ly he was so active against the moon
shine industry that the moonshiners
sent a delegation tn his hoiae. Ihe
parson told the delegation that he was
going to preach a sermon especially
for the lawhreakers of that district on
the following Sunday, and he Invited
to bring their
the moonshiners
friends and attend the service.
Takes Guna Into Pulpit
Elkwood's tiny church was packed.
The "raiding parson" went to church,
carrying a revolver and a shotgun.
Now," he said, "I am going to
preach this sermon Into you, or I am
going to shoot It Into you. You ran
take your choice." He preached the
sermon. Hut later somebody threatened to dynamite his house. He lg- -

MORALE

Prisoner Is Robbed of
Awaiting Arraignment
York Court.

OF

JAIL

$20 While
in New

arNew
York. While awaiting
raignment In the court of special ses
sions In the Itronx, Frank FHtagann,
of 2.120 Arthur
drlvVr,
avenue, the Itronx, was rnhheil of
$20 In the pen lending to the courtroom. Fatagano was charged with failure to support two children who were
The amount Involved
city charges.
An acquaintance visited
whs $47.
Mm in the prison pen and gave him
forty-seve-

22
18
14

Mucks, vounir
Geese

Koostera

t

Turkeya,

Mens
t'ucklina--

(oslinca
limners.
Cox
Springe

Live Poultry.
lbs. or over. ...

...

21

.30

191

l 20

tola

..24

...10
26

20

.0
(&

(0

32
12

028

Eaas.
Eggs, strictly fresh, caae
iii.vu'a u.n
count
llutter.
51
lb.
Creameries, ex. 1st made,
63
2d grade. . . .
reameries,
51
rocesa butter
45
racking stuck
rlilt.
1 2,on m s.oo
Apples, new
1. 0042.00
Apples, Colo., box..
2.U0 V 2.00
crate
Apricots,
3.50
Black raspberries, crate
Ford,
Cantaloupes, Hocky
2.25 3.00
standard crates
Cantaloupes, pony crates... 1.252.00'
2.50
Rlack cherries box
3.00IU3.2.1.
Cherries, crate
4.0ft
3.2ri
...
crate
Currants,
. .9061.50lVaehee, Colo., box..
3. Mtif d.uO
RaHPberrles. crale
Strawberries, Colo., pt.. crt. 4. U0U4.5O
Vegetables. 8.50
9.00
Beans, navy, cwt
S.50 fii 4.50
Beans, pinto, cwt..
.25
Beans. lima, lb
.08
.07
Beans, green, lb
.08
.07
Beans, wax, lb.
.15W
Beets, Colo., dos. bunches
4.00
3.50
ji 2.00
Beets, new. cwt
Cabbage, new, Colo., cwt. 1.76
.45
.40 0
Carrots, dos
8.604? 4.00
Carrots, new, cwt
.08
.06
lb.
Cauliflower,
.60
.40
Celery. Colo
.20 & .30
corn, Colo., aos
.90
.70
V
h.
h.,
dos... .253 .40
Cucumbers,
.ear lettuce, h. h., aos..
2.00
1.00
.ettuce, head, dor
.16 IT .20
Onions, table, dos
2.50f S.OO
Onions, Colo., cwt
eaa, new, eiepiione.
2.500 1.00
otatoes. new. Colo
.IKW
Radishes, round h. n....
.08
.06
Tomatoes, lb
.250 .30
Turnips. Colo., dos., bcha,
3.50
cwt
Turnips, new,
Flour and Simar.
(Wholesale Prices by II.) 8. Bureau of
Market.
Wheat flour tin quarters.
halves and
sacks). 85.5oe5.65
ner cwt
Cornmeal. yellow and white.
st.zuvt.Jii'
per cwt
10.06Sugar, granulated, per cwt.

.,.

-

IIIDKS AND FF.l.TS.
Dearer Price 1. 1st.
Butcher. 16 lbs. and up
Butcher, under 16 lbs.

arraigned Fatagiiun pleaded
guilty with the Idea of making a partial payment as evidence of good
faith.
When he reached for the
money It was gone, and he cried out
that he had been robbed in the courtroom.
William Cullen, clerk of the
court, quieted hltn and Justice Daniel
F. Murphy, who was presiding, exclaimed: "The morale of the Jail has
gone to pieces; there are evidently
some thieves around here."
Fatagano was paroled and received
t
time to make the payment for the
of his children.
sup-Nir-

Lightning Wrecks House,
but Family Is Unhurt
Hazleton, Pa. During a severe storm lightning played an
oild prank at the home of
Ferrari of West Haileton.
A bolt entered Ihe house, ripped
oft most of the plastering,
smashed nearly all of the windows and brought out soot In
such quantities from the chimney that It almost smothered the
family, but Ferrari, his wife and
six children escaped without a
scratch. Their bodies were covered with Jelirls as they were
awakened In lied.

Culls
Dry

salt

Wool Belts

Ha Preached

the Sermon.

nored the threat. He was shot at from
ainhush. Itut he kept right on.
One Sunday he preached his regit
Inr morning sermon. In the afternoon
he got word of a moonshine still operating in his district. On the way he
met a prospective bride and groom,
lie tried to dodge them, failed, and
married them by the roadside.
Then lie hurried on to the still. He
slipped through the underbrush, coV'
ered two men with his shotgun and
marched them In as prisoners.

SEEKS ONLY BACHELOR HERO
Girl Accidentally Locked in Bakery
Refused to Be Rescued by
Married Fireman.

y

g

4Kc

48c

Fallen, all welghta
Bulls and stags

f20.
When

three-month-o-

e

f

1

SHATTERS

e

Postal Employes May Get Raise.
Washington. Wage Increases for
4,NI0,0IM
postal employes totaling
v
were agreed upon by the House
committee over the protest of
A bill was
the postoffice
ordered reMirted out by the committee
providing a flut Increase of fl.TO a
year in the pay of all employes with
the limitation that fourth-clas- s
postmasters shall not receive more than
third-class
more
than ?2.000
$1,000 and
as a total annual salary. All increases
are retroactive to July 1.

Hunts

Chicago. Miss Dorothy Lehman, accidentally imprisoned in a Chicago
bakery where she was employed, refused to be rescued by married firemen. The young worker picked an tin- wedded hero to save her.
Miss Lehman was the last to leave
the nlant after completing the day's
work. When she tried to open the
door she found It was locked In fact,
all exits were locked. After an hoar's
Imprisonment, she succeeded In at
attention by tapplng'on the
SOW TORE BABY TO PIECES tracting
window. Police were unable to release her, so they summoned the fireOlder Children Rescued Infant From men. The nlan was to hoist a ladder
Animal Too Late te Save
window. It devolved
lo a second-storIts Life.
upon some stalwart fireman to go up
and carry her down.
There was a rush of firemen for the
Pretty Rock, Jf. D. Aroused by the
"Make Mesice Safe for Americans."
Much argument followed bescreams of an Infant brother, Ave Job.
El 1'as.t, Tex. Intervention in Mexmemico and the adoption of the league of young children of Mr. and Mrs. Fred tween the married and single
company. The choice was
rations "to make the world safe for Freched of this place, awoke to find bers of the
baby being torn left to Miss Lehman.
American citisens," were urged try the
"Send up a bachelor," she said. And
Gov. W. T. Tlobhy of Texas, in a speech te pieces hy a sow.
The children rescued the baby from a bachelor rescued her.
made at a dinner given in his honor
here. This announcement was made la the animal, but not until after It was
so badly ton that It died a few hours Woman Walked Alleged Thief te Jail.
the presence of Mexican Consul Genlater.
Canton. O. Raffy Mucclll of Caneral Andres G. Garcia and other Mexton. 0 attempted to snatch a purse
ican officials who were guests at the
from a woman sitting next to him in
Mystery la Cleared.
dinner. He said, "The lives and propTSew Tork. The mystery of the a moving picture theater. The womerty of American citizens should be
hoy who tried to board a an was Mrs. Lillian Manderbaugh, proprotected In Mexico."
train for Baltimore was cleared up bation officer. She escorted the young
man to the city Jail.
when pa Interfered. He was she. '
Court Upholds Seizure.
$3,000.
Columbus, Ohio. The Ohio Supremo
Popular Melon Patch.
alary $1300 a Year; Alimony
New Tork. George Hector, once proOrovTlle, Cat D. D. Smith's melon
Court here has upheld the recent seizTwo prietor of a Broadway cafe, must pay
ure of seventy-fivtons of pork by tbo patch ought to be popular.
two melons dropped his wife $3,000 a year alimony, de
county prosecutor at Columbus in the thieves who took
fX Smith says this Is too much for spite the facMiis income la only $1,800
fight against the high cost of living. two
melons, and win return half the a year, according' to a ruling of Justice
This decision permits the sale of the
McAvoy of ew Tork city.
money, no questions asked.
meat to the public at cost. Prosecutors
In other parts of Ohio were wait log for
Ran Five Miles Without Engineer.
Wot Ashamed of Profession.
a favorable decision to take similar acLincoln, Neb. A Burlington passen
Portland, Ore. P. D. Plnkersoa
tion against meats stored la violatio
isn't ashamed of his profession. When ger train from Lincoln to uucagn.
of the state cold storage act. Hora arrested for speeding, be startled the ran five miles without an engineer
thaa 100,000 pounds of meat was or- officer by saying be was a bootlegger, when James E. Johnson fell from the
dered seized in Cleveland.
and "bootlegger" it stands A the blot- cab after being hit and Instantly
killed by a mail crane.
ter In $reea ink.
;

war-tim- e

Standing Waist Deep in a Rising Tide
on the Slippery Growth.

Western Newspaper Union News Service
DENVER MARKETS.
Cattle.
Beef steere, ch. to prime. . $12.50 13.50
Beef steers, good to choice. 10.00 S 2.00
lieef stsera, fair to good.. 8.5U10.00
S.D0& t.00
Heifers, prime
9.50
Cows. fat. good to choice.. 8.0"
7.00 'tf I.0U
Cows, fair to good
and frcrfcr cows... COO 7.00
4 500 t.6
Cannera
T.eO
5.76
Bulls
8.00 a i2.o
Veal calves
n.6.0
oii
Feeders, suod tu choice., 10.l.75
5J
Feeders, fair to good
8.251$
Stockere, good to choice.,
I.OS7.00
.
Stockers, plain
t.'tbit 7.TS
Blockers, fair to good..,.
Mess.
Oood hogs
H8.75 619.b9Sberp.
Lambs, fat, good to ch.. .S16.50iSU.2S
Lumba. fat. fair to good. . 15.00 16.00
, 1J.004I 14.60
feeders
Umbi,
. 9.50 10.50
VearlinKs
Ewes, trood to choice.... . 8.00 ft 8.0C
8.75W 9.60
.
Breeding ewes
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on dressed poultry are net F. O. 11. Denver:
35
Turkeys. No. Is
22
Turkeys, old toms
30
Turkeys, choice
2
27
Hens, lb
24

4 Co.

30r

25u

hioes, be per id. less.
Dry Flint Pells.

Short wool pelts
Butcher snearlnKs
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts
No, 2 and murrain shearings
r.rrrm Snlled Hides. Rte.
Cured hides, 26 lbs. up. No. I....
Cured hides, 25 lbs. up. No. Z....
1

45c

40o
SOc
3ft

18c

Sic
SOc

26c
Bulls, No.
26c
Rolls. No. 8
20o
Blues, hides and skins
1
.22645
No.
Kip,
.2043
Kip. No. 11
.366 65
Calf. No.
.326 63
Calf, No. 1 i
30c
Rranded kin and calf. No. 1
29c
Branded kip and calf. No. 2.
Part cured hides, lc per lb. less than
cured.
Green hides, 2c per lb. less than

....

cured.
No. 1
No. 2

Green Baited Horsekldes.
114.

0015.00

12.00ft 13.00

Headless. 50c less.
Ponies and glue

4.00

T.00

C1IICAOO STOCK MARKET.
Top, 821.65; heavy
Chicago. Hogs21.26;
medium welsht,
weight. 819.10$
819.36021.60;
light weight, 319.400
21.68; light light, 318.76021. 15; heavy
19.00;
packing aows, smooth, 3318.500
17.50
sows, rough.
18.25;
packing;
pigs, 81T.7619.00.
Beef
steers, choice and
Cattle
prime, 316. 60018. 76; medium and good,
810.006 12.50;
818.60816.36:
common,
and choice, U.(i0r
light weight, good
medium and common, 99.60$?
18.26;

butcher cattle, heifers. 37.60 fei
cows. 87.25413.50; canners and
cutters, 360067.25: veal calves. 319.00
10 00;
feeder steers, 38. 10913.76:
stocker ateera, 87.26 011.00: western
range steers. 89.600 18.60; cows and
heifers, 87.50?13.00. 84
pounds down,
SheepLambs,
814.36
17.60: culls and common 89.00
12.75;
C11.76; yearling wethers. 310.50
ewes, medium, good and choice. 87.75
69.28.
RASTER
PRODVC3S.
Chicago. Butter
Creamery, 4tO
14.00;
16.00;

84c.

Eggs Unchanged.
Poultry Alive, springe, 21c; fowls,
Potatoes Minnesota,
Ohlos,
sacked carlnts, 12 60 1.66Early
cwt.; Irish
cobbiers. Minnesota, aacked, carlota,
82.86 cwt.: Irish cobblers. New Jersey,
sacked, carlota, 83.66 cwt.: Wisconsin
Bliss Triumph, field run. sacked, carlnts. 32.26 cwt.; Idaho, Rural, sacked,
carlota, 11.28 2.40 cwt.
30Hc.

CASH GRAIN lit CHICAGO.
Cora No. 2 mixed. 31.92H
Chlcajro.
1.84: Ne. 1 yellow. 31.93 U 4? 1.94.
Oats No. 2 white. J26A S 7Se: Nn. 1

white. Tltt72e.
Kye NO. Z. 81.47 SJl.fSi.
43.
Barley 31
Timothy 390(1 12.00.
Clover Nominal.
Pork Nominal.
Lard 328.62.
Ribs 323.00 I4.W.

tl

amiSeftli ii it lileea.
Rar rlrd
silver.
pound.
MARKETS.

81.16H- 23 24c.

Copper,

Iead.

36

Spelter. 87.20.
Tungsten, per unit, tS.S601S.Oa.
Meaey Market.

Tork.

' Mercantile paper ua- changed.
Sterling. 34.2!: commercial alztv-da- y
bills. 24.27H: demand. 34.1114; cables.
New

84.32.

France Demand. 7.80: cables. T.78.
Guilders Demand,
cables. 37
Lire Demand. 8.98; cables. 8. 98.
Marks Demand. 6; cables.
.
Time loans strong, unchanged.
Call money easy: hlah. f:
t.
rullna rate. 6: closina- bid. 4Kl
ttL.Ji
at S; last loan.
Bar silver, 3L18; Mexican dollar.
cents.
13
At Londosi Bar ellver. 68 Hd Per

37:

4.

-

-

-

'

The' architect can work out
sign.
the prospective builder's Ideas, and
at the same time protect him from
costly mistakes.
There are, however, borne designs
OF
that will suit the ideas of almost every
prospective home builder. Many thousands of homes have been built that
Comfort and Convenience Inside, are different in some respec's from
any other. And It Is by studying these
Coupled With Most Attracdesigns that the prospective builder
gets good ideas Ideas that appeal to PAYS TO MAKE USE OF PAINT
tive Exterior.
him and ideas that have proven good
In actual
Apart From Adding to Appearance af
A home that will meet with the apStructure It Alto Tends to ReROOMS ALL WELL ARRANGED proval of discerning home builders is
tard Deterioration.
shown in the accompanying lllustra- The foundation reason for painting
Are Large, but So Laid Out That the
la protection of the thing painted.
Work of Caring for Them It ReThe owner of property should never
duced to a Minimum-Id- eal
No one can look upon
forget that.
Kitchen.
I
painting as an expense if he is conIJ6.II0'
J
Ifvinced that It prevents a greater ex"ALL luojI'IlloitTl
I
By WM. A. RADFORD.
pense.
Mr William A. 'Bedford will
aniwer
There Is, however, another great reason for painting and that Is the appeal
CCKT ."
'uojecte pertaining to the
for
subject ofbulldlns.
the reader, of thli
of pride In appearance. This
quite
" o' hie wide
human. It Is seen In the matter of
nd Manufacturer, he
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of shape, or slightly faded. In other
A house is a place where we eat and
'
sleep; a home la the place where we tlon. Here is combined economy In words, one feels that It would comreally live, and enjoy living. That cost of construction with beauty ; com- promise their standing were they to
expresses the difference between a fort In the Interior arrangement with wear It.
So It Is with the painting of houses,
bouse rented and a home owned, and convenience In room arrangement.
stucco house Is a pop- both without and within.
This
supplies the reason why the United
In progressive, proud communities,
State is fast becoming a nation of ular one. It Is a rectangular strucboine owners.
ture, 38 by 28 feet. And yet It has houses are painted every three or four
years through pride In appearance.
Building Is the most satisfactory not the plain appearance that characway of acquiring a home of your own. terizes such homes. The hip roof, the Progressive citizens are not satisfied
The design of a house represent the living porch, and the break In the roof with the looks of their houset after
Ideas of the person who built the line over the entrance give It an artis- three or four years' exposure to
house, or of what a house should he, or tic exterior appearance, and at the weather.
As good citizens we should not only
the Investment builder's opinion of same time the extra expense that Is rewhat should appeal to the greatest quired for broken wall lines to get a see that every person knows thnt
number of prospective purchasers: But pleaslag exterior effect Is eliminated. structures will deteriorate if unpalnt-ed- ,
but we should also try to make
when you build your own home It will The house may be of either frame,
construc
people as proud of the appearance of
represent your Ideas and contain those brick or hollow bulldlng-tlllittle touches that you want. By far, tion, and covered with stucco. The their homes as their more progressive
We should deliberately
building Is the most satisfactory way living porch and the terrace walls are neighbors.
of face brick, which add greatly to the set out to make them ashamed of their
of securing a home.
The United States has no recog- beauty of this home.
dingy homes which are a reflection upnized school of architecture.
It Is In the Interior arrangement on the whole community.
It is a
This work Is peculiarly one for local
comparatively young nation, and there- that the women members of the family
fore could profit by the development of the prospective builder will be most example and community
The floor plans that ac- Everyone knows that a
of the arts of other nations. Ameri- Interested.
can architecture represents what it company the picture of the bouse show house Is likely to start the whole neighbest In the architecture of. the older how well the architect has utilized the borhood to slicking up.
It becomes
nations, but where the United States space in this comparatively small contagious.
excels Is In providing couveniencei house. The rooms are large, but are
Every person who wants to see his
that make a house a home comfort- so arranged that the work of caring community prosper will Join in sucb
Archfor them will not be arduous. The a movement.
able, efficient and healthful.
itects have borrowed from other na- living porch or sun parlor Is 10 by II
tions the beauties of their architectu- feet 6 Inches, and Is equipped with HOME CITIES ALSO NEEDED
ral designs and discarded that which broad casement windows, so that It Is
'm not beautiful.
all that the name, sun parlor, Implies.
In utilizing the space In a home, Double doors open Into the porch out Well to Remember That There Are
Other Thing in Life Beiide
or any other building, the American of a living room that extends across
"Busine."
architect Is without a peer. In the the whole front of the house. The llv- -
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If a writer on present-daIndustrial
economies Is right, the next few decades will be nmrked, In the United
y
States, by an amazing amount of
by individual cities, towns, and
even villages. He foresees "Intensive
study undertaken by every municipality to determine what can be manufactured in that place." Within limits he
is probably right, hut there will be
ninny who will honestly hope that the
limit wilt not be too widely extended,
and who will believe In all seriousness
that an occasional municipality without manufactures has Its place In the
scheme of things for a
"Business first" may be a
nation.
good slogan, but "business all the
time" and "business
everywhere"
might weaken enthusiasm for desir- n,
able Industry by overemphasizing It.
llig room I 'M feet long und 18 feet 6 One Is reminded that since somebody
Inches wide, and has a large Itrepluce gave current meaning to the term
ar the end opposite from the porch. "business efficiency" about 2.000 books
Opening off the living room at right on the subject have been written and
angles is the dining room.alsolarge.lt printed In English! Christian Science
Is 13 by 30 feet. In the L, which I
Monitor.
formed by the living and dining room,
are the kitchen, adjoining the dining
Booster and Roosters.
room arfd the wide, open stairway out
The difference between the effective
of the living room. The kitchen It 9 booster and the rooster it thnt the latfeet 6 Inches by 12 feet 6 Inches, large ter has no responsibility and the forenough to accommodate the needa of mer must make good. There was a
the family, but hot so large a to time when the booster from a town
make the work performed In it a tire- would go on a visit asserting that they
some task.
Two doora lead out of lived In the biggest city, had the tallthe kitchen, one to the porch at the est buildings, the largest stores, the
side and the other adjacent to the wealthiest people, and so on, using
rear door of the garage, which it of words without stint simply because
the same architectural design at the they wished to say something favorhouse. Upstair there are three large able about home. They would be
bedrooms, the bath room, and a
placed la the rooster rlasa now unless
sleeping porch, equipped with they could show by facta and figures
a
bed, which also makes that their assertions were true.
the room available a a tewing room
or upstair living porch.
Landscape Gardening.
A study of the floor plan and of the
Tbe great mistake made by most
exterior view will show the prospecnovices It
study gardens loo
tive builder what a fine home con be much and that they
nature too little. Now gar-debuilt from this design. It not only
In general are stiff and gracewill provide a place for the owner and
his family to eat and sleep, but will less, except Just so far ss nature, ever
be a real borne comfortable and com- free and flowing, reasserts her rights,
la spite of man's want of taste, or
modious, and one of which the occuhelps him when he haa endeavored to
pants may well be proud.
work In her own spirit. But the fields
and woods are full of Instruction, and
and the different phases of the moon In such feature of our richest an
to Its position In relation to the posi- most smiling snd diversified country
tion of tbe earth and the sun. When must the best hints for the embellish'
there Is a new moon, half of the sur- ment of rural homes always be de
face of the moon Is Illuminated, but rived. Andrew Jackson Downing.
the greater part Is turned from the
Pointed Advice.
earth and only a delicate crescent ap"Oh. doctor," cried s.
pears to us. At the first quarter half
man.
of tbe Illuminated surface I turned "I am dreadfully afflicted! The ghost
toward as, and at the fifteenth day of my departed relatives come snd
the moon reaches a point In the heav- perch on the tops of the fence post
en directly opposite to that which sll around my yard when dusk Is fallthe sun occupies. She Is then In oppo-tloo- , ing. I can look out into the gloaming
and the whole of the Illuminated an) evening and see a couple of dozen
surface Is turned toward as. snd we pooka solemnly sitting on top of thst
have a full moon. From opposition many posts, waiting, waiting, waiting.
the moon passes oa In her orbit grad- Oh. doctor, what shall I dor
"Sharpen the tops of the posts,"
ually decreasing la size, or rather
less snd less of the Illuminated part briskly replied the physician. Five
dollars, please." Judge.
being turned toward the earth.
y
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American home will be found efficiency
accompanied by comfort and convenience without the sacrifice of either.
There are no hornet In the world so
comfortable and so convenient at the
American homes. Couple these advantages with exterior beauty, and the
owner has a home that comet at near
being Ideal as possible.
Selecting a design for a home It
rare fun. Every normal person hat an
Idea of what his home should be. He
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teen a feature of a home that he
wnnts, and another feature of another
home that he will put Into hit own
lie unconsciously
when he builds.
stores away In hit mind the plan for a
home, and when the time comet for
Mm to build, these Ideas will come to
the front That It why It It well to
consult an architect about a home de-TOO MUCH FOR TRAIN CALLER
Official

Had to Admit That Situation
Waa Beyond Beet Effort
He Could Make.

M. F. Lynch, the train caller at the
onion station, hat developed considerIn
assisting
able resourcefulness
stranger In the city to find relatives
who fail to meet them at the station,
but Wednesday he admitted defeat
An elderly woman, obviously on her
first visit In Indianapolis, and whose
face reflected Increasing anxiety, attracted hit attention.
"Are yon looking for some ooe?" be
asked In his kindest voice.
"Tea. my daughter promised to
meet me, but I doo't see bee anywhere."
"Perhaps I can direct you to ber
home. Where does she live?"
The little woman looked more worried than ever, as she replied, Tve
lost the letter with her address. 1
know the lives In a green house oa the
east side of the street though."
"On what street T Mr. Lynch askea
hopefully.
"1 dont know."
"Well maybe wa can fix that all
right : what It her name?"
It wat then he gave op the effort for
the astonishing reply was, "Oh. I dost
know that either. Toa see she wss
Jnst married a week ago and I cast
remember her husband's atme." Indianapolis Mews.

Travels af the) Moon.
The light of the norm is doe entirely
refleetloa at the light of the sua.
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Mela Yourself.
Dc Dot exaggerate your faults. The
girl who tells herself thst she "Is the
most selfish person la the world", or
that she haa "tbe worst disposition of
any girl la the school," is likely to suffer a reaction In tbe form of discouragement As you help others by believing la them, so help yourself by
giving yourself foil credit for what
It good la you. and not making too
much of your fault. Girls Companion.

Very Broken.
Athlete rWd I break K. doctor
1 win be plain, air. The arm
Doctor
la broken, tbe collarbone crashed, the
skull Is fractured - Athlete "No, no,
Doe-tao! The did I fcretk
"What, sirr Athlete "Tbe
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COULDN'T MATCH THAT STORY
Senator Set Altogether Too Fast a
Pace for Even Veteran Bore

to

Follow.

some
A senator was entertaining
friends with stories about the Arizona
desert, when a bore Joined the party.
This bore was the kind of a chap
Ibut always laughs In the wrong place
and spoils a story by trying to guess Its
(Umax.
The senator undertook to
silence him.
"Poor Ferguson!" he said. "That
was a close shave he hud In the desert
lust August."
"Sunstroke, of course," Ruld the bore.
"No, not exactly," said the senator.
"You see, Ferguson stumbled
oft the Cauldron our famous
spring, you know, that gushes out of
the rock at freezing point and Immediately begins to boll from the fierce
heat of the sun."
"Of course, of course," said the bore.
"Anil what happened to Ferguson? Did
he fall In the cauldron and boll to
death? fief on with your story, man."
"Ferguson fell In," said the senator,
"but he managed to scramble out
again. The peril, however, was not
yet over for him. Our Arizona air. you
see, Is so dry .that it absorbs moisture
with astonishing rapidity. Well, the
boiling water In Ferguson's clothes
evaporated so fast that the poor fellow Instantly froze stiff."
"I see," said the bore. "He died of
cold. Well, that reminds me "
"No, he didn't die," said the senator.
"He almost died, hut he had a miraculous escape. In his
state,
you understand, he began to shiver
Willi chill, and he shivered so hard
that In a few moments he became overheated anil would have succumbed to
sunstroke If be hadn't providentially
broken Into a cold sweat."
stiff-froze-

Details Carried to Absurdity.
Trivial details not Infrequently become the pivot of momentous decisions, In which cases an element of absurdity Is supplied by the breadth of
the contrast. A case In point arises
In the discussion among Knglish litterateurs concerning Shakespeare's al111
the play of "Sir
leged "11111111"
Thomas More," In which one expert
occupies almost a column of small
type In the literary supplement of the
Times of London in describing the
construction of the letter B as found
lu one of Shakespeare's autographic
documents. The Imposing array of
warlike and nautical terms in the modest letter, such as keel, baseline, mm,
forellmb and boundary line, may astonish many who have been accustomed to form It with comparative
ease, while the division of the letter
Into sections nnil subsections by this
savant for purposes of discussion endows the old scrivener's art with unexpected dignity.
Fireproofing Concrete Columns.
look upon
concrete as capable of resisting a great
deal of heat, and it may seem strange
to think of coating It with a fireproof
material. However, there are conditions under which this Is necessary.
The bureau of standards has been Investigating the condition of concrete
which has passed through conflagrations, anil has found that If the con
crete Is made with gravel, particularly
siliceous gravel, there Is a tendency
for the stone to burst In extreme
heat, which disintegrates the concrete.
Accordingly It Is recommended that
gravel be avoided wherever possible,
hut If Impossible the gravel concrete
may be protected from extreme heat
by coating It wlfli an Inch of cement
held In place by a wire mesh. Plaster
may also be used In which asbestos I
the principal constituent. Scientific
American.
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Closed Chapter of History.
The French newspaper L'Eclalr,
which. In one of Its recent Issues, published a note on the seal used by Jules
Favre st Versailles In 1871, has received s letter liearlng the signature
"Louis, prince de Bourbon." The
writer protests sgalnst the expression,
used by L'Eclalr, "faux Louis XVIL" a
applied to hi father, Naundorff; and
the writer Inclose a certificate In
which Naundorff I described a duke
of Normandy, Louis XVIL It has not
sufficed of over 100 year completely
to silence that particular chapter of
French history. A L'Eclalr remark.
"Ever since the 8th of June. 1793, the
case was settled for u."

Foolish Question.
"Would you advise me to keep out
of politics?"
"Young man," replied Senator Sor
ghum, "you were born a citizen ; tbe
voting privilege Is yours whether you
desire it or not; you are going to be
taxed and generally supervised by the"
people you assist In electing to office.
There's no such thing as keeping out
of politics."

History.
"You say your son Is a great student of history?"
"Yes."
"But I never see him paying much
attention to books."
"No. He Is willing to let bygoneij
be bygones. He gets the really impor
tant history fresh every day lu the
newspaper."
It Certainly Would.
"Pop."
"Yes, my son."
"Who was Pocahontas?"
"She was an Indian princess of Vir
ginia, who saved John Smith's life."
"Well, pup, It would be some con
tract if she was called upon to do that
same act for all the John Smiths to
day, now, wouldn't It?" J
TAKING
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Unloading by Machine
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Thousands of farmers who faced the
harvesting of a large hay crop lust year
with fewer hands than usual to help do
the work owe their success In handling
and saving their crop to hay stackers.
The bay stacker It to stacking what the
horse fork is to putting bay In the barn,
a saver of man and labor. It lifts the
bay on the" stack by borse power instead of man power. When bay is loaded on the wagon by band and unloaded
f
of the band labor
by a stacker
Is eliminated. If push rakes or hay
loaders are used In connection with the
stacker the laborious task of pitching
by band is entirely avoided.
Useful in Eat and South.
In the East and South, where much
of the hay grown Is stored under cover,
a stacker could be used to advantage
when it becomes necessary to stuck,
especially where labor Is scarce. A boy
who can drive a team cun take the
place of a man In the haying operation. Two men and a boy using a loader and stacker will handle about 75 per
cent more hay for each man during a
crew loading und
day than a three-maunloading by hand.
Hay stackers are classed In two general types, one having teeth on which
the hay is gathered and brought to tbe
stack on push racks; tbe other consisting of stackers that do not receive
hay directly from push racks, but handle It by means of horse forks or
slings. Both types are comparatively
inexpensive and can usually be made
at home with material that Is available
or which can be readily assembled on
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CHICKENS

"Dick, darling," hinted Mr. Youngbride, "do you remember bow we used
(Prepared by the United state Departto sit on
at papu's?"
ment of Agriculture.)
"That was all right at papa's," reThe Insulated potato house Is not
I'm
not
the
"but
Dick,
practical
plied
used
and as a rule Is bet
going to forget that these chairs cost ter extensively,
adapted to southern than to northme good money."
ern climates.
The construction feature of auch a house is the thorough
Too Much Optimism.
Insulation of Its walls, ceilings, doors.
An optimist, too much Inclined
In northern location
and windows.
To sing a laiy song,
Dreamed on; and then wok up to And tuch a house must be heated by a
mat he waa In all wrong.
stove.
The Aroostook type of storage house.
Turning the Worm.
with concrete or masonry basement
Mrs. Ilenpeck Now, dearie, be sure walls
and wooden superstructure, Is
to see that the suit you buy ha a coat
distinctively a product of Mulne and
with a waist seam.
confined largely to that state. It it
Ilenpeck (explosively) I'll
and I always located on
You'll be expensive
Mrs. Ilenpeck (sharply)
a side hill or knoll In order that ad
what?
vantage may be taken of a ground level
Mr. Ilenpeck
(meekly) Bight lo entrance.
The basements are usually
do.
I
if
style
from 8 to 12 feet deep, and most of
them have a capacity of several thouHer Mitak.
Aunt You should take more Inter sand barrels. GenerallyIs the only proby trapdoor
est In what Is going on. Why don't vision for ventilation
In the floor through which the filling
you read the newspaper so that you
Occasionalcan converse Intelligently with your of the bint Is completed.
ly a ventilator is found In the roof.
husband.
These house, although practical lo
Young Wife I tried to, but I made
I read about the League Maine, will never supersede the dugout
a mistake.
of Nations Instead of the baseball pit or storage cellar now used In the
middle and far western states. Each
news.
of these types of storage has distinctive features which peculiarly adapt It
Her Investment
"I made a good Investment today.' to Its own environment, but do not
"That so, my dear? What wa It?' necessarily preclude use In other lo"I caw a hat for $.10 In a store that calities.
The artificially refrigerated potato
you couldn't buy anywhere else for
less than $40 and I Jnvested in it"
storage house I confined practically
seed
to the storage of northern-growWhy Investigate?
potatoes held In cold storage for sec
"What'a that you say?"
planting In the Routh. There
s little demand for such a house In
"There's too much futile Investigation going on."
northern sections, but It I thought
"That's right. Eat your hash. Never that community
plants of
mind what's In It."
this type could be profitably used by
the southern truck growers, s they
could purchase their supplies of seed
Proving an Alibi.
"Whut Lawya Attucks say "bout In the fall and hve them delivered be
dem chickens you stole?"
fore the arrival of cold weather. The
"He say Ahm li'ble to go to Jail seed potatoes could be stored throughless'n Ah git somebuddy to prove s lie out the winter In the house and he
available In excellent condition when
by." Cartoons.
desired the following season.
Wouldn't Do.
"Now, getting down to bras tack."
Tuberculosis in Poultry.
the sideshow manager,
continued
In poultry Is much
Tnherculojtl
-why"
more prevalent than poultry breeders
"I daren't" Interrupted the Human realise. It Is responsible for a large
Ostrich, who had been 111. "The doc- share of the unexplained losses among
tor saya I mustn't touch solid food for chicks and adult stock.
at least a week yet"
one-chai- r

be"

ond-cro- p

cold-stora-

Moist Math for Chicks.
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LIKE FISH

HEADS

Food
Satisfactory
for Poultry Flock la Simple and
Inexpensive.
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Insulated Structure Best Adapted
to Southern Climates.
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Small Stacks Not Economical.'
In building a haystack with a stack-- ''
er It is scarcely economical tp make
one containing less than 10 tons, acIn.' locating
cording to experience.
.1.1 I.
l.irw, M tlflmil, li.nl.
avoided whenever possible. It is very
common on many farms to see stack
of huy at the end or corner of the field
next to the farm building, the site being chosen In order to have the hay
unuuy ior ieeoing. me total distance
traveled In bringing hay to one side Of
.1.. n ......
uriu n.n f i ) in. . a
uii muaic
I'l'n fJkiiun i eijr
per
cent greater than in hauling to the cen-- "
ter. If the stack is located at one cor- . I .11.,.
.
hi.H
nf ,Ka
I.J 1.1
uri u,
ii iittiu iiitr
la
utoiiuji:f uuveieu
100 per cent greater.
lo minimize damage by moisture
from the ground, care should be taken .
to keep the bay In the bottom of the
stuck from coming Into contact with. the
soli. The aim of all good stack builders Is to make a stack tbut will not
"take water." Tills can be accomplished by tramping the middle well and always keeping It higher thun the edges
during the process of building. To give
the stack further protection, many
farmers provide a canvas cover .or
sheets of corrugated galvanized Iron
roofing which, when properly put on,
practically eliminates loss from rain.

one-hal-

Aroostook Type With Concrete
Matonry Basement Walla and
Wooden Superstructure Is
Product of Main.

Hand Power..

tbe farm without using special tools.'
A stacker will lust from 10 to 12
years under ordinary conditions, and
the cost of reoair Is small. On 27
farms In central Kansas, which stack
an average of 144 tons of hay a year,
all charges aguinst the stackers;-amounted to less than 7 cents a ton

DIFFERENT STORAGE

Sunrise.
She struggled to a certain hilltop
and saw before her the silent Inflood-Inof the day. Out of the east It
welled and whitened; the darkness
trembled into light; and the stars
Should Work Both Ways.
The Wise Bird.
like the street
I believe a man should be proud af were extinguished
"The crows dont seem to pay any
city. Tbe whiteness
tbe city In which he lives; and that lamps of a human
attention to that scarecrow."
be should so live thst his city will be brightened Into silver, the silver
"No. The pesky critters thinks It's
warmed to gold, the gold kindled Into
LinIn
Abraham
he
lives
It
proud
pure snd living fire; and the face of one o' them artists from the city
coln.
tbe east was barred with elemental drawln' plctur's." London Answers.
scarlet R. L. Stevenson.
Hermits In Italy.
Nothingness.
In
still
hermits
arc
who
There
Italy
"Mrs.' Fllmgllt thinks of nothing but
The Bible and Women Preachers.
live solitary Uvea la mountain caves,
said
tbe critical woman.
comWomen
clothes,"
preachers are taking
and they number no fewer thaa 990.
"Yes," answered tbe man who obfrom the fact that one champion
fort
sixrecluses
are
these
there
Among
discovered what they think Is bib- serves superficially. "And after seeteen who are ever ninety-fiv- e
years has
In the ing her costumed for ballroom or bathlical
recognition for them.
and
while
three centenarians,
of age
an the others have passed the age of prayer book version of Psalm Ixvlll, ing beach I should say that when she
occurs the verse, "The Lord gave tbe thinks of clothes she thinks of next to
fifty.
word; great was the company of the nothing."
The revised version of
preachers."
All the Difference.
Impossible.
"A heap depends aa location," said the Bible translates the passage thus :
"Why dont Bill's relative
put a
Code Ebea. "What some folks calls "Tbe Lord glveth the word. The wom
a Bower sin' aaffla' but a weed when en that publish the tidings are a great rood face on his marriage?"
I
"Put a good face oa It Hava you
beat"
It grows up la de wrong place."
seem tbe girl's?" '
g

r
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We have been wont to

What' In A Nam.
Naming a plant or flower after a
celebrity Is a delicate compliment, and
one that no doubt at times adds some
thing to the market value. But there
are exceptions. That beautiful variety
of the lobelia, for Instance, known as
"Emperor William," would perhaps
hold up Its Imperial head a little more
proudly Just now If It hud had a more
fortunate christening.
Stray thought on these lines may
have been flickering In the mind of a
a a
vendor in a London market-placlikely looking buyer, while examining
a box of the old favorite, asked what
variety It was. Without deranging the
niuscle of an eyelid the coster (and
she wbs a "lydy," too) replied:
a
"Douglas 'Alg!
box."

HAY STACKERS ARE INEXPENSIVE AND
WILL SAVE MUCH FARM HAND POWER

Protein-Containin-

g

(Prepared by the United fltate Department of Agriculture.)
A simple and Inexpensive substitute
for meat scraps, which often are hard
to obtain at the average butcher shop,
is to utilize fish heads In the poultry
ration. Arrangements usually can be
made with local fish dealer to save
n
these heads, particularly If the
will furnish buckets In which
the refuse may be kept until he culls
for them.
As they come from the
dealer's shop, the fish heads are tough
and covered with heavy scales snd
gristle. However, underneath I fine
tender meat which the hens relish
The poultryman can soften
keenly.
the coarse outer shell by boiling the
fish bead In water for five to ten minutes and then pouring off the water
and throwing the fish head In among
the chickens. In many Instances the
dealers are glad to get rid of the fish
heads, and on the basis of actual food
value the poultry keeper can afford to
pay 4 or 5 cents for a quart of fish
head which provide a satisfactory
food for hi flock.
poul-tryma-

protein-containin- g

Tbe silo's the thing.
e

e

The early threshed barley usually
fares best la the market.
All of the vegetable raised In the
garden should be utilized for food,
e

e

that have no crop on them, or
tbe harvest fields as soon s the era In
off, will be better for a good diskSoil

1

ing.

e
Vegetable In the late summer garden must be kept growing without
check in order to obtain satisfactory
results.
o

It takes care and attention to

Im-

prove land so thst the crops may be
larger each year tbe seasons are favorable.
o o
Shoveling silage out of a alio Is
lay compared with prying corn
shocks out of frozen ground and
snow banks.
o
Do not forget to contlnoe the fight
on mites and lice. They must be
fought all the time In all sections and
in all seasons.

e

o

Flowing up the old pasture for flag
ha one drawback that must be considered It may make the feed problem harder to meet

e
the appe
Careful packing means much. It
tites of the youngsters and hssten
They relish a feed once a pays ta arrange vegetables la tbe most
growth.
day of the moist mssh, but It should tasteful msnner. Here Is aa oppornot be fed sloppy.
tunity to Increase profits.
A moist mash will whet

Rape is aa excellent substitute for
Helps Depreciation Charge.
The tractor operator who runs his weeds In the lste cornfield. To get It
machine without having tbe working; however. It will probably be necessary
parts protected from dust Is Increas to buy tbe seed right early.
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real strike for vears. hig or little ronntrv for thirtv days on anv mat- - formal application for iermit to ap-is remarkable
how readilv the ter at the present time
There are rwopriate public wa'ers have been
industries have given in to the dr domestic prr.hl.-m'hat reunirr tin- - filed with the slate engineer,
mands made hv organized la'inr for med ate and diH gen" attention. The
N C Sheridan of Hillshorn wants
hwrhrr saw. and shorer worVinir hi"h
of livnr toucher- - everv one to divert five second feet of water
hahours
adtan.ed
from
certain springs nn Percha creek.
"nbearhle
,a"d
al
Capital ha not taken an. punitive point Mere ta'k of wh'.-- there haja tributary of the Rio Grande for
and agamt increases
mr
'he ,een and is
will accoiplish mining and power purposes.
The
a
Adamson bill
pa's"! hv "on. pothino It is a matte' tha' n or- - point of diversion is in section It.
Fverv in env the president
gres in September
h' Nation township 1ft south ranee 7 west The
dirstrv has a epted the higher wares f,.tv
water is to be carried m a pipeline,
lf the incrrae in waees was pran'
The transporta'K'n t.roh'en i itwe 'ii, ftowerplan' and mill and re'orr.ed
d. back m 'he nrlv'e office 'tie aru'e
T-n
idert inr.:ir,.n'v f,, thronph Snake gulrh and Warm
e
a
incr. 'ed
o
never takm
the im- - Sprrng creek A pump will he ned
ni of
f eured out and 'he mreae in
ror'an-- e
o' transformation
Fin? at the tvont of diversion
o he consumer with phrases and I'Trra'it e do not
"
lohn G I'sserv of Carlsbad deire
paed
a liberal addition
for
or l.n i.l
mere' an' to divert the er'irr flow from the'
a'e rj
profi
rw ll he r"-- -'
Such a conferenre
rr,,-- r
The h ke mar-ronlv sprine in C
Snriru
of arroyo. ahor' 14' second feet for'
v.rv erh-ic- -'l
'honld he a lo-hy the
''-''i
r
inot.V
s.mrde
f'ast pue. ?id
the
ri
hof.- hr rmrrinv to irricare 'en ere o'
-.v- tr r.
.'-"
rn- an-- t
rav 1.,., ,.n.f- land
ertiifi "ft fownshm i orh
e
.s,
r.,-:-pi-r
?.1 eat.
Vei'n
.t.,
,..r
",mB"
0 t,n,..
The
.ai
of diverioi
ranrje
ha
lator or
t.e rn-r- .r
,'fered f om i w
0 sertions S and.
"p.. TV- :n tn, Cnadatune
rrl..M
n,,,.
?Q
r.rof.al,
at
'a
Tl,:,
ri
.
e .1' n. ' ' . - ' .
ksM
tryA
iean rr"bbe. the roTT'"tr
"
i ... i ai.
inr TI r-- .- - i ...i'I"" .. iiifi7
'
goat that wilt not 'r in at
i'. tion problem
T-h'rrrpfere"re Tl.. r.
'oi'
to!iee have l een tnrned loose Knight! of Pvthia join tn the
El!HHIHaPnrnnBB---naV-rMa-nn
iro-for mnci re!itf
j..
lh; conference on the country without anv of the fiirht on profiteer in Denver.
i i,!,, n"t,-r4v.
mmi a
fine schemes to help them get a new
start panning out. Many a man went
to the front without regard to what
happened to hit business or indus- -'
try. Shall he receive no consideration from his government?
Taken all in all it would appear
that this is no time for a junket in
'
support of personal theories on for
eign relations. It would appear that
this is a time for the President to
deal with acute practical things at
home. The Senate is capable of taking care,of the peace treaty and the
league of Nations covenant.
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It pays to supply your table with quality
food products, such
Chase Sanborn's Coffee.
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.
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CHAPTER XXI

Continued.

So liayard was coerced Into having
his life saved hy his enemy. It was
door Clay one thing, however, to consent to deal
I It
Hung with Wettiercll, and unother to devise

When liayard opened
swept In lilci' a March km .
himself at ISayard ami clenched his
elbows in Ills hands and roared:
It's come!
"liayard!
liaynrd
We're rh li
We're made! ICurckn
Wow!
1'iiceila
Munitions
I.lsti'ii
Tin" iithiT night while 1 was trailing
H
joh in darkest New Jersey I ran
across u little clue, and a liiile man
s
who told mo a little secret. The
have heen getting reaily for this
war for years, piling up guns and
for Ier Tan. The other
countries were caught only half ready.
They have stopped the (iennans on
the Marne. hut they've heen using
their shells at such a rate that the
famine is near. Their only hope is to
liny supplies of US. They're going to
ijtiiup enough contracts ou this eouu-trto furnish ahout a million dollars
to every citizen. Their agents are
round to distribute
quietly.
'The P.ethlehem Steel eompany has
leathered in a big lot of them, mill I
had a tip that the stork was going
(o Iiooiii; so are a lot of other sloeks.
I'll sell my right arm for a little cash,
lint there's no market for delached
right arms, so I used mine to sign up
a few little colli runs for placing run
tracts, and I've plucked them and
brought them to you." He broke Into
dance and whirled liayard off his feet
Itayard tried to he patient, "That's
all very Interesting t'luy, hut take
your delusions down to1 ISellevue
where they'll put you in the right cell
What can you or I do wlih ammuni
tion coniractsV"
"Accept 'em, you hlumed Jlt' Open
up your old shut-ufactory and yet
busy."
"We have no machinery for making
tin-

!

!

!

!

tolerable reconciliation.
"Well," I'.ayard sighed, "beggars
can't hi' choosers. If I'd saved lay
s
money I shouldn't have to take
a

Weill-erell'-

!

(ier-tiian-

money."

liayard called up the president of

his company at the oilier. His oration
made a huge success. liayard began
lo smile to himself, to wink at the
spectators, and finally to share in the

rupture of his distant

apparent

sacred Hook of Mormon, and she a
sealed wife of lirlgham himself.
"What are you planning to do with
all this?" she said at length.
"I don't know," said Daphne. "What
would you suggest?"
"You Were planning to go into business. Why not use this as capital?"
"Fine!
What business ought I to
start hanking? or battle.slrip building, or what?"
"There's embroidery," said Mrs.
Chivvis.
Daphne had to guffaw at that. Mrs.
Chivvis did not laugh. "I mean It,"
she urged; "think it over."
"All right. I'll think It over."
The novelty of being rich lost Its
savor with Leila, and the monotony
of being neglected began to prey upon
her damask soul. She and Daphne
forgot their mutual grievances for
their common grievance.
"That's the trouble with these husbands," Leila grumbled. "When they're
In bad luck you can't lose 'em, and
when they're In good you cuu't Und
'em."
"It's the same with nances," said
Daphne.
Daphne had the worst of It, for
I.eila hcgifh to wander again, leaving
Daphne to the society of .Mrs. Chivvis,
who kept urging her to invest her
dwindling thousand hefore it was
Hut hi the environs of noisy
gone.
riches the schemes of Mrs. Chivvis demanded such prolonged labor for such
minute prolit that Daphne remained

many designs had been composed and
destroyed they agreed ou this legend:
BOUDOIRWEAR

Everything for the lioudoir.
Exquisite Things for Brides.
MRS. CHIVVIS.
MISS KIP.
The cousin painted It well and illuminated it with elaborate lntials and
an allegorical figure of a young lady
In Cubist negligee. It hud the traditional charm of a tavern board. In
fact, their shop was to he a tavern for
women In search of sartorial refreshment.
Troubles mustered about them as
weeds shove up In a garden faster
than they can be plucked out. Expenses undreamed of materialized In
swarms. Everything was delayed except the demands for their money.
The petty-casbox, like a sort of perverted fairy purse, emptied Itself as
fast as It was filled.
The petty cash was the lenst of
their dismay. The grand cash was the
main problem. They hud stitched

The end of the matter was that when
liayard left the telephone he was a
new man. He had cunningly raised
his chief's hopes to the highest degree, yet withheld the name of the
English agent. He explained that he
Intended to take Leila's advice and
use his knowledge as a lever for his
own advancement and Clay's.
Clay and liayard sat down to make
figures, and the talk grew too technical tor he women to endure. After
hearing the first music of liayard and
Clay chanting in hundreds of thousands of dollars Daphne, stole out unit
led and went up to her ow n room.
Mr. Chivvis was sitting hy n window in mournful Idleness. Mrs. Chivvis was stitching away at her embroidery. She was cheerful for her.
She told Daphne that she hail found
a market
for her needlework; the
prices were poor but they were real.
She advised laphuu to get to work Cold.
She began to resent Clay's neglect
with her.
Daphne had not the courage to say morosely. The few attentions he paid
that her brother and her betrothed her only Insulted her; his mind wus so
were aU.nl to become plutocrats. She far away anil his heart was all for his
said only that she was very tired. business. He wus dazzled hy the fierce
And there Is no more exhausting drain white light of success, und he spoke
on the nerves than their response, to to Daphne in u kind of drowsy hypnoti ii ii hi
m ."
unexpected good news. It Is more sis. And he spoke Incessantly of the
business, or his
"iet It, then, or adapt your ma fatiguing than had. She was sur details ofHehiscould
not see bow deaf
chinery! They need millions of each prised and shocked, too, to find how she was to the
very vulgar fractions
article, for there are millions of men snobbish she was all of a sudden of his
speculations, or the mad arithIn the Held using up what they've got about the petty earnings of a Chivvis.
metic of his commissions. She yawned
no fast that It's only a matter of
In his face when he grew eloquent
CHAPTER XXII.
weeks hefore they'll he desperate."
on the dynamics of wealth, the higher
hcKan
to
see
the
scheme
Itayard
And
be
of finance.
Ill those days the I'nlted States of philosophies
also the ohstacles.
"Hut It takes
never knew. He kissed her good-hmoney to make those things. Where America suddenly woke to the fact as if he were
kissing a government
will tie Ret the rash for the pay rolla that they could pull themselves out
bond, safe and unlet ami all bis own.
of bankruptcy by helping the benightand the raw materials?"
After one of Clay's visits Mrs. Chlv.
"I'roin the hanks! The hanks are ed states of Europe Into it.
Vis found Daphne In a brown study,
forof
were
sudden
There
Idle
with
geysers
bursting open
money; It's
aftune and sudden collapses of failure. Mrs. Chivvis explained her own
rotting oti their hands!"
so exhausted "My Husband Saya That You Can't
was
and
Daphne
fairs;
ruIn
were
As
bonanza
times, many
liayard went aglow with the realizalove that
Make a Lot of Money Without Puttion of the opportunity, lie hegan to ined, while the few prospered. Hut with the sultry problems of was
comting in a Lot"
tremble at the vision of he sudden Clay and liayard seemed to touch Mrs, Chivvis' business gossip
avalanches of wealth pouring down nothing that did not turn to gold, pletely refreshing.
"I've been down to the Woman's ex- their fingers full of boles and piled up
the lilenk mountains of despair. lie liayard hail gained Immense prestige
she sahl, "trying to sell some reams of fabrics, but the total wus
change,"
could hear the roar of the Niagaras with his firm because of the huge
of
needlework.
my
They were very palhetlcully tiny.
all
orders he brought In. He took
of gold.
One thing was Instantly demon
nice about It, but It means a terrible
Daphne and l.el.'a came rushing the power that was accorded and amount of labor for a
strated. They must give up their plan
of
pittance
from concealment.
Clay's beatitude grasped for more. His most reckless money. You have to pay them so or go into debt. Indeed, they alreudy
was so complete that he forgot his re- audacities were rewarded with
were In debt.
He rode a tidal wave and swam much a year for the privilege of putsentments and kissed ttrm hotll.
"We've got to take the plunge," said
on
Then
sale
there.
your
things
ting
liayard was frantic to he at work, with If so well that all his progress
they don't guarantee to return It in Daphne. "I'd rather die than go on
lie resolved to telephone His presi- seemed lo he due to his own power, good
don't guaran- paying a year's rent for au empty
condition, and
dent of his company at one? and lay
liayard astounded Dutllh with the tee to sell It ; or If theydo
they charge shop."
they
the mutter hefore him. Leila cannily solution of that old account, and with
"I know," Mrs. Chlwvla fretted,
20 per cent for their end of It.
advised liayard to grasp the whin a cash payment for new gowns In you
see
in Hint, so gnawing her thin Hps, "hut it'a a risk.
couldn't
"I
profit
any
did
of
new
He
his
celebration
of
hand
the situation ami keep it. She
glory.
I went to one of the Jobbers.
He said You'd better ask your brother."
began to dunce about the room like not forget his own people. He tele- my
"No!"
stormed. "I'm going
style of work brought good prices to win Daphne
a Miriam celebrating the passage of graphed his mother a thousand dol
out on my own. I'oor liayard
In
won't
lint
the
stores,
big
pay
they
amazelars mid almost slew her with
the Ited sea.
Is too busy to be bothered with my
him much and he'll pay me less.
"The first thing we'll do," she said, ment. He telegraphed his father simtroubles. He doesn't know I have any.
was
There's
"I
money
thinking
"will he to get my Jewelry out of the ply the price of a railroad ticket to
And Leila is so busy with her social
In these things and In all sorts of
business that she never asks me what
pawnshop anil the second will he to New York and a peremptory sum needle
a
If
have
little
capiyou
things
I'm up to.
buy some more. And, oh. the dresses mons to take the first train east.
When Daphne heard this she had tal."
niei the hats !"
"Hut what are we to do?" Mrs.
said
"That's
different,"
Daphne.
This asserted a sobering effect on to sit down to keep from fulling down, "And I've
some capital now. I to Chivvis waited. "We can't go on with
got
liayard. "No," he announced. "We've liayard resuscitated her with a check you remember suggesting to me once our stock, and you have no money
It meant
and I hadn't any to start with."
gone through hades once because I for a thousand dollars.
that we might go Into business to- left,
itaiiihlt.il away my reserves. This time nothing more to her than ahrurn-dabrt- i.
"There's
only one thing to do,"
to
the
bruins
furnish
and
The whole Incredible altera- gether you
I'm going to get n big reserve hefore
Daphne answered, with a sphlnxic
I the money?"
1
spend a rent. I'll never risk another tion was a fairy story to her. She
solemnity.
"Ituy on credit. It's a
"Oh. I didn't put It that way !"
ordeal line the one we've been laade a faint attempt to refuse the
It's true. Well, would rase of nothing venture, nothing! gain;
"Anyway,
It
Into
forced
back
but
No more fractures of t'je gift,
liayard
through.
nothing purchase, nothing sell nothher palm and closed her lingers on it. you?"
Thirteenth for me!"
"Land's sake I If you're a mind to ing borrow, nothing pay. The only
She
kisses
till
with
I.eila laughed.
repaid liayard
furnish the money and the Ideas and way to get out of debt Is to go In
deeMT like
a fish hook out of
ISayard went to the telephone to she lost count and embraces till they let me count the
peunic, I'd like noth- your thumb." getting
both
borrowed
Then
she
lost breath.
Mart the wheels of the factory ill mobetter."
ing
Mrs. Chivvis suffered herself to be
tion hy summoning the president to from him enough rash to pay her
"(ireat! What could we go Into?"
council. He paused to ask: "He'll moss grown hill with the Chlvvises.
They visited the wholepersuaded.
would
"What
you
prefer?"
Joblt-rwant to know who tin- - foreign agent
and were well
Daphne could not wait for the eleold business that will salers and the
any
")h,
Is you are dealing with? itr are there vator. She ran up several flights of
received, having paid cash before
me busy and make
lot
of
keep
the door with her
stairs.
and, thanks to Mr. Chivvis' suggestion,
scleral? Who shall I say?"
money!"
been astute enough to demand
"Weilierell," said Clay.
palsied latchkey and Hung herself
"My husband says that you can't having
The greal Skoda guti that snddenly
discount for cash.
lot
of
a
without
make
money
putting
V'
";',ii'."'-'li
And now the motortrucks and the
lay dipped n monster shell In
In a lot; That's one reason he has
Dunkirk tw niy miles on could Hardly
down so. He never could delivery wagons and the cyclecars and
been
kept
1 more stupefaction
Hie messenger boys began tq pour
have
than
get ahead. That was what we were stock Into the little
the name
Weilierell detonating In
chop. It was pleas
a
to
for
little
get
up
capital.
saving
that room
And then the war came along and we ant not to have to pay for things.
alarm
natrhed her hand from
Daphne
had to spend our savings. That Same though the tips were reaching
iaard sprang up so sharply
Clay's,
war has made your brother so rich
that I' althost threw Leila forward
that h; could give you a small fortune. NOT ARDENT WORDS OF LOVE
n her facil Instinctively he caught
I don't Relieve yon could do better
her by tin arm and saved her from
than to put that into a business."
At First, Though, It Would Seem
I: t Instantly
he Hung her
falling.
"Neither do I!" Daphne cried
That Salesman Was Addressing
anil from tit In a gu-- b of disgust,
!"
"Let's
His Adored One,
new
In
the
gup-Jat
tableau
Clay
Oernient. hje had not dreamed that
CHAPTER XXIII.
"No one ever loved yon half as
nny of thef three had ever heard of
well as I do," he said to her.
Wetherell. tile could not Imagine the
Daphne was going to lie IndependShe made no answer.
bitterness tje name Involved.
ent, but she was still all woman when
"How did yon come to love me?"
"Will soide kind friend please tell
It came to the selection of her special he pleaded.
Still the girt refused to
me what nlljthe excitement Is about?"
trade. She would Ik a business wom- speak, although she smiled encourThis was not easy. Who wanted to
an, but she would do a woman's busi- agingly at this.
tell Clay that Leila had Just been acness.
"Your name Is written on tny heart.
cused of neglecting her husband and
There were ever so many dainties The world Is dark without you. I've
her own duties for the society of this
and exquisites that she wanted to built a bungalow for yoa and me. Let
Leila herself was
very Wetherell?
hang In her shop. She was going to us fly to an Isle In the tropic sea. The
have a window! With her name on kiss yoa gave me set niy heart on
the fine that told hltu. ,
It! That would Is more fun than a Bre."
"Ltk here, Itydie," Leila cooed
limousine with crest on door.
and billed, "don't you think you've
The girl was not offended. She
done enough? You've shown me that
Gradually her scheme enlarged. She scowled a little, but not at him. She
would devote Iter shop to the whole seemed In deep thought.
Suddenly
you don't trust me and you've ordered
Mr. Wetherell never to come near me
mechanism of the boudoir. "Boudolr-wear- " she looked Into bis pleading orbs.
like
said.
word
was
Isn't
that."
the
that
she
her.
witlmut
that enough
"Nothing
beg"No,"
pleased
again.
It waa in human nature that the
"My OolaJoola girt. When "
garing us all for spite? What else So Bayard Was Coerced Into Having
la It but cheap, nasty spite?"
The girt shook ber head and left
partners sbonld quarrel over a name
Hia Life Saved hy His Enemy.
for the baby before the baby waa the counter.
"It's a great deal more than .spite."
The young salesman had been namBayard groaned. "Do you fhlnk I'll Into Mm. Chivvis' arms and kissed born. Tney cpoke of themselves as
ing the latest popular songs. Doesnt
accept favors from a man tWho baa her even Mrs. Chivvis. Her apology "The Firm."
been courting you and got caught at was the money for the bill. She flauntFinally Daphne, claiming the ma sound like a national anthem epied before her the check bearing the jority of the power, voted en bloc for demic does It?
It? I'd rather starrer
Leila averred. heavenly legend commanding the Fifth "Bondoirwear," and claimed the vic"Wen, I wouldn't
Matter Metal Splints.
"And I'm not going to starwe. And Avenue bank to "pay to Daphne Kip tory. Mrs. Chlwia surrendered with
rat toot going to let yon commit hari-ka- or order one thousand and no hun- the amendment that "Miss Kip" Wooden splints sawed Into shape j
Inrur-In-g
on Wetberell'a doorstep Just to dredths dollars'" on penalty of
should be at one side, "Mrs. Chlrrii" support broken limbs are now quite
the displeasure of "Bayard Kip." at the other. She bribed the assem- trot of date. A modern splint, which !s
spite him. I tell yon again, once for
Mrs. Chivvis handled the parchment bly by promising that a con si q of hers, much more, comfortable, la msde nf
ail, there was nothing wrong W Wetherell .behavior, absolutely nothing. with reverence, and permitted her a young artist living la the Washing- perforated metal to fit any part of the
should accuse hnshand to touch It. It might have ton Mevra, should paint a pretty si
body which may be Injured and In all
It'a ovtrageoM that
been one of the golden leavea ml the
aaa nf
oa
swlncinc shingle After sizes for men, women and children.
terrible tniars."
y
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ing proportions, and the nutinie o Mils
for future settlement grew and g
Mrs. Chivvis made a list lA their
debts and tried to show it to Daphne,
hut she stopped her eyes and ears and
forbade any discussion that would
quench her spirit.
In the swirl of her tasks Daphne
almost forgot Clay Wlmburn. She
was too busy to cure much. She had
no time to mourn. Clay was only one
among a myriad regrets, and his af
fairs could wait. Her business needs
could not.
Clay did not come near her. He
spent a lot of money trying to get her
off his mind. He got a good deal on
his conscience, hut not Daphne off his
mind. He longed for her especially,
too, because there came a sudden dis
aster to his schemes. He was not so
rich as he had been. Indeed, he could
not be sure that he was rich at all.
Any day might smother him with
bankruptcy. This fear kept hhn from
Danliue. too.
The bouncing munition stocks that
were known as "war babies" had abruptly fallen Into a decline. The sub
marine that torpedoed the Lusituuia
shattered Wall street's Joy. threw the
dread of war Into the United States,
und set every one to questioning the
problem of revenge and Its cost.
The slump in the market came at
the most unfortunate moment for liay
ard and Clay. Any moment of slump,
indeed, would have come most untime
ly for their ventures.
"Kip and Chivvis" were making a
picnic ground of the shop. Iieblnd the
windows they laughed and
debated on arrangements and prio
tags and show cards.
Mr. Chivvis, still out of a Joh, acted
as maid of all work and stevedore,
and grew so useful that they hud to
put him out. And at last the moment
arrived when they declared the shop
open, "raised the curtain," us Daphne
said.
t
she
She waited with a
had not felt in lichen's theater. There
was no lack of temperament in hei
manner now. Iiut there was no uudi
ence, ell her.
At night Kip und Chivvis locked
their doors and went home, dlscotir
aged beyond words and disinullj
weary In the legs, also in the
which hud been kept at an expectant tension till day long.
Occasional purchases were made
but unimportant.
Kip ami Chlvvl
tried to learn what Interested people
und what did uot. They realized thai
they bad far too much of certain
things ami far too little of others.
They attempted to sell the dead wood
hy marking It down; but it would not
soap-veile- d

INGENIOUS CONTRIVANCE ON AUTOMOBILE
IS HANDY FOR "CRANKING UP" AIRPLANES
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Attachment on Automobile for Cranking Airplane.
method
Gradually the aviator Is getting away from the
of starting his engine. The usual way was to have a mechanic grasp the
propeller, and give It a yank downwards, causing the engine to start.
This Is a very hazardous method, as the suddently starting propeller has
caused many serious accidents, especially if the mechanic was not alert
In Jumping out of range of the whirling blades.
Our photo, taken at the Hendon flying field, London, shows an Interesting mechanical device for "cranking up" the planes, without any danger to the mechanic, or pilot. Mounted, and on twi auto, the device can be
quickly carried to any part of the Held, and the plane started.
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"What do (he women care for
"They arc
prices?" Daphne railed.
spending some man's money, anyway.
They pretend that it's to please him,
but they know und we know that It'a
because they hate each other."
One day a great lady who could
hardly squeeze through the doot
creaked Into the shop und spilled herself Into a startled little chair like a
load of coal. Daphne felt that she wui
about to die on their hands or ask foi
an ambulance, but she asked Instead
for un embroidered breakfast gown
from the window.
Mrs. Chivvis fetched It nnd the old
ogress clutched It from her, holding It
up to her nose us if to sniff It, but
reully to see It.
"That's It! That's what I've been
looking fori" she wheezed. "Have you
got much of this sort of thing?"
"Oh yes."
"Agh, that's good! My daughter It
marrying in some haste a young Im
becile who's going over to France to
run an ambulance. I'm Mrs. Homily."
Mrs. Chivvis waited unperturbed for
further Identification. Daphne had
never heard of Mrs. Itomllly, either,
hut she gasped as If she had been saying her prayers at the shrine of HornIlly from childhood and now had been
visited by the patron saint, whom she
had recognized at once, of Course.
"Oh yes, of course."
Mrs. Itomllly was coughing on
"I've been to several shops, and I wa
almost In despair until I saw your
sign. If you could do a few things in
rather a hurry I fancy I could give
order. And if the
you a large-isthings were at all successful, I could
a
throw quite
little trade your way.
You're rather new, aren't you?"
Daphne assented that the firm was
quite new. She brought forward an
order pud and stood at attention.
a
Airs, iiomttiy nan trousseuued
large family of children and several
She knew what she
poor relations.
wanted and what she ought to pay for
It and when It should be done. Daphne
took down her order as If the little
room were the mere vestibule to an
enormous sweatshop where hundreds
of setups! ers would seize the Job and
complete It In a Jiffy.

Hard to Induce Mechanics and
Drivers to Keep Chassis Oiled
as Per Schedule.
MAKE

REGULAR

INSPECTION

Several Hours May Be Required to
Give Neglected Truck Proper Attention and Cover All of Most
Vital Portions.
A good way to add years to the serv
ice life of a motortruck and to re- luce expensive layups Is to make sure
that It never lacks lubrication. There
are between fifty und a hundred points
on U' motortruck which require Indi-

vidual lubrication attention. Unfortu
nately It is not possible to arrange
the chassis so that all of these are
to be lubricated at the same time
since the parts represented by this
array nearly all work at different
speeds and under wide- variations of
load.
Every manufacturer conscientiously supplies purchasers with charts
showing Just where, with what and
when to attend Jo each lubrication
Joh. Tet it seems impossible for most
organizations to get their mechanic
and drivers to keep the chussls oiled
as per schedule.
Daya for Inspection.
The only way this can be done with
.ertalnty Is to get aside certain days
for the Inspection of each vehicle by
a mechanic whose sole duty la to seek
out the thirsty members and apply
the lubricant most to Its taste. Armed
ytli a lubrication diagram, perhaps,
I
hough this would only be necessary
ut the start, a large squirt can of
oil, another of kerosene to clean out
dirty bushings and to free those
which may be gummed or stuck, a
bucket and gun of "dope" or transmission lubricant and a pall or ran
of cup grease, on the appointed night
he will go entirely over the truck.
He should pick out a certuin place
to start the starting crank la a logical place and proceed about the
truck, cleaning away the caked mud
and dfrt and looking at each point
keenly. Parts which are found to be
in need of lubricant should have the
needed material applied at once and a
note made of the need. In his insec-tlohe wilt test the quality of oil In
the engine base, gearbox, differential,
etc., as well as merely the quantity
present, since It Is necessary to clean
TO BE CONTINUED.)
When a
out old oil peritMllcally.
change of oil Is needed he will flush
out the case with kerosene and fill It
How Negroes Go to Camp.
Twelve hundred colored drafted men to the proper level with new, clean
went down one winter night to Camp oil.
It may take several hours to give
Cptom They arrived In the dark about
eleven o'clock. It was raining and the proper attention to one badly negfreezing. Many of the men were with- lected truck, but if once done properly
out overcoats. Anil they were soft and conscientiously followed up by
having been waiters, clerks and In oth-e- r periodical subsequent Inspections, an
Indoor occupations. They arrived energetic mechanic should be able to
In camp soaked to the skin, tired and act as godfather to three or four vehiWere they cursing and cles a night Naturally If the fleet Is
hungry.
grumbling? No. They came in alng-in- small, this will not be necessary. Once
in two weeks Is often enough for each
"Oood-by- .
Lenox Avenue; Hello, Ber- vehicle, the driver being held strictly
And their melodious negro responsible for all dally lubrication
lin
voices rang out In cheerful defiance to points, snch aa the fan grease cup, the
the angry night, to the hard life before clutch oiler or grease cup, the spring
them and to the possible death that bolts, steering Joints, steering knuckles
awaited them ! That's the stuff that la and radius rods.
In Americans and It Is war that la
Check on Driver.
bringing it out. American Magazine.
The report of the lubrication InRound Robin.
spector serves as a check on the
Originally a round robin waa a peti- driver and should serve as an exceltion or protest signed In such a way lent Index to the conscientiousness of
that no name headed the list ; tbst Is.
the signatures were nsnslly placed la
Use Cart in Adjusting Cones,
circular form. The device Is French
snd the term a corruption of rood
In adjusting cup and cone bearings
(round) and rohsn (a ribbon).
It ttuwe narta should be BO tleht that play
was first adopted by the officers of between wheel and bearing is removed
government ss a means of making and yet the wheel should turn rreeiy
known their grievances- without any suggestion of binding.
-

h

r

n

the driver. Conversely, the drivers
should he given every opportunity to
report uny complaints regarding lubrication of the other parts which may
he necessary to Insure diligence on the
part of the inspector.
In a sniull fleet the chief mechanic
himself may best be Intrusted with
this work, otherwise a special man
may be detailed. The nature of the
work would preclude any elaborate report, so that a manlla card with the
names of the different oiling points
on all the chassis may be prepared
with spaces for check marks by the
Inspector, A simple rode, such as C
for change, O for lack of oil, D for
dirt and II for repair, may be adopted,
a simple check serving to show that
the part was found In good condition.
Naturully, when a man goes over a
chassis so minutely us to examine each
lubrication point he covers all of the
vltul portions which are liable to become out of order, so that this Inspection Is ulso Invalualile In detecting
slight derangement which are easily
repaired In the Incipient stage, but
which might go unsuspected In ordinary running until they become so serious us to necessitate a major repair.
INFLATE TIRES ON HOT DAYS
Ttrrlfic Driving Nscessary to Generate
Enough Heat to Raise Air Pressure In Tire.
Motorists should again be warned
against the notion that the heut of a
summer day expands the air Inside a
lire to such an extent that the tires do
not need to be blown up to the same
point as In winter. Experiments show
that It takes' terrific driving at racing
sieed for a considerable period to generate enough heat to raise the ai( pressure in a tire Ave or six pounds. The
expansion In a car driven at an ordinary rate on a hot summer day Is so
slight that no allowance should be
made for It when the tire Is pumped
up.
Motorists would do well In hot
weather to test the ulr pressure In
their tires every few days to see that
the leakage of air has not reduced the
pressure to the point where the tire
will suffer harm.

Bt2sH)6ssiP
L
Try to drive as near the center of
the road aa you can.
.

The brake mechanism seldom gets
the lubrication it deserves.
Do not neglect to Inspect valve clearance at least once n month.
'

One thing every automobile owner
should learn Is how to stop a skid.
.

.

Mud and sand are the two road con
ditions most dreaded by motorists.
Do not neglect the differential Jnst
because yon filled It with grease once
upon a time.

Driving over rough roads at the
slowest possible speed Is not always
the best plan.
Some motors require grease in the
timing gears. Others are lubricated
by means of oil from the crank case.

If the car is not equipped with an
extension trouble lamp it Is well tc
provide among the accessories a pocket
flash lamp.
o

A fairly reliable

test for gasoline ii

to pour a little of It Into your hand. It
is good if it evaporates rapidly and
leaves your hand dry and clean: not
good when It evaporates slowly art
leaves a greasy spot
o

Don't let the tire beads get rusty ot
Head Down.
rusty rims. Drive carefully and steei
Admirable Bronx Hammer.
out of the wsy of large, sharp stones
Aa Indiana paper tells of a woman
"with tears coursing down ber brow."
A section of bronze bushing stock Ton wouldn't drive over a broken bot
Imagination can only picture a trapeze makes, aa admirable bronze hammer, tie, would you? Then why Uke l
performer doing the weep with her which Is useful for work about the chance with a stone bruise, especlallj
other act Boston Transcript
sheet metal parts of the body and if yoa art not sure about the tnfta
Hon.
fenders.

,
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Lesson

Sy OSCAR T. CROSBY, Interallied Council

LESSON FOR SEPTEMBER 7
PARABLES OF THE KINGDOM

OF

HEAVEN.
LESSON TEXT Matt. 15:31-3UOLUEN TEXT Seek ye first the
kingdom of God and hie righteousness.
Mutt. 4:33.
PRIMART TOPIC-Obey- lng
our kins.
JUNIOR TOPIC A message of the
-

kin.

TOPIC-T- he
INTERMEDIATE
growth
of the kingdom.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC The
extent of the kingdom.

I. The Parable of the Mustard Seed
(v. 81, 32).
Three things mainly occupy our Attention in this parable:
1.
Its unirnporluut beginning. It
begins as the leitKt of all seeds anil
prow 8 to be the greatest among herbs.
The king was of ordinary parentage
and humble circumstances.. lie selected unlettered fishermen us his royal
advisers. The prophet had said concerning him that he would be "despised," "rejected," "forsaken," "cut
off" and as "having nothing."
2. Its vigorous growth. From these
small beginnings Christ's Influence hiis
gone forth so that there Is no power
or influence equal In greatness to thut
of Christendom.
3. Its lodging cupaclty.
The birds which And lodgment In
the tree do not represent the children
of men who find safety and salvation
In the church. The birds constitute
no part of the tree, while the believer
becomes a part of the tree, adding to
Its strength and frultfulness. The birds
are something foreign to the tree, and
are burdensome and Injurious to it.
They come to find shelter and wait to
pluck off the tender buds, or to prey
upon the ripened fruit. The effect of
their lodging In the tree Is evil and
blighting. In Christ's interpretation
(v. Ill) he said that the fowls represent the wicked ones. He who would
make the lodgers hern anything else
makes Christ's interpretation a farce.
The same Greek word Is used in both
eases, and the circumstances are the
same.
II. The Parable of the Leavened
Meal (v. S3).

Europe has not been crushed by the war and her
outlook is not a desolate one. When a continent or
country is ruined you do not have to call witnesses to
prove it. .In the United States the war roused latent
human forces which had liecn neglected and presented
to us at the conclusion of the war an industrial and
agricultural equipment far superior to the one we pos
sessed before.
In Europe the war's effect upon real wealth and
production has not been different in character. Ea
of the principal belligerent nations has vastly increased
its mechanical capacity for production. England's greatest loss is that of
merchant ships, while her power to replace those ships is so much increased
that the loss will soon be more than made good.
In France there is an ugly streak of devastation running from Flan
der to Verdun. Thousands have lost their private fortunes.
But thei
desolation is not the ruin of France; nor will it even bear heavily upon
the task of French reconstruction during the critical years, because full
restitution will be made by German money mil German labor. France
exhibits the same attribute of increased producing clliciency that are
shown in Great Britain and the United States.
,
Germany is well off except in the case of her merchant marine. Her
industrial plants are intact, and the peace conference has conferred upon
her a unique advantage in the power to man them by abolishing the mill
tary establishment in that country.
What the world produces in food it consumes every year, no matter
whether there is peace or war. There is a hard pinh in some places at
present, but the crops now being harvested will take us over the peak of

'"VVi

'

privation.
The world will need five years to rest and recuperate and ten more
before anothei great conflict can be staged. Enduring peace will remain
0 phantom until the instruments for making war are taken away from
separate governments and intrusted entirely to a society of nations.

Single Air Control Is Necessary for
Army, Navy and Postal Service
By HARRY S. NEW, U. S. Senator Trom Indiana

Outfitting the Boys for School

r

KITCHEN
CABINET
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By REV. K U. FITZWATKK. D. D..
Teacher of English Bible in the Moody
Bible Initllute of Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1S11, Western Newspaper ITnlon)
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THE

Europe Is Not Wrecked and Ruined by
the Greatest War of History-

He

who hath never warr'd rlth
misery.
Nor ever tugg'd with danger and
distress.
Hath had n' occasion nor no Held to

'TIs not In battles of youth we train
The governor who must be wise and
good.
And temper with the sternness of the
brain
Thoughts motherly, and meek as
womanhood.
Wisdom
doth
live with children
round her knees.

try

The strength and forces of his
6UNDRifc.il.

VARIOUS AND SUNDRY THINGS.
design for an old product I
The secret of successful sponge
quite worth while, especially In food.
Camouflaged
Kidneys. cake Is In the beuting of the eggs
Skin and cleun
alssBBBBa and the care not to lose
out the white) four
the
Incorporated
or live liuiib op pigs
when stirring In the
flour. Then the "baking
kidneys; cut Into cubes
aiir fry in oil or butter
oven judgment
nevet
sen son
with
comes to some women In
quickly;
salt
the course of their lives."
chopped parsley,
and a sliver of garlic. It
says Kate Douglas Wig-giwill tune about five min
utes. Just before Inking up add a
It Is as unreasonable
f vinegar; let It boll up
to supiMise all women
and serve on toast.
,
gifted in being good cooks as it would
Rabbit Saute. Clenn and cut up a be to expect them to he musicians or
rabbit; dredge with flour and sprinkle artists. Ilecause the majority of womwith salt. I'ut into a frying pan with en are by necessity housekeepers. It
two tablespoonful
euch of chopped does not follow that they are by that
onion and dripping; cook gently until necessity doing the work for which
brown.
Cover with three cupful of they ure especially qualified.
stock, add a dozen small onions, a bit
In these days of thin cream which
of bay leaf, blade of iiiaee, six mush- refuses to
whip, a solution called
room stems and a tenspoonful of tarwill be useful, which may be
ragon vinegar. Cook one hour, or un- made at home and kept Indefinitely If
til tender.
Remove the onions anil well
stoppered. Take five ounces of
rabbit and strain the stock. Cut half sugar and dissolve In ten ounces of
a pound of ham in strips and eok in water. Add six ounces of cold water
a frying pau with the cans of the to two ounces of
quicklime and let It
mushrooms. Add twelve ripe olives. gradually slake; then strain through a
the onion and rabbit and the strained fine sieve, to remove unslaked
parti- sauce. Ilring to the boiling point and cles. Combine the two Moulds and
season highly. I'ut the rabbit In the shake
occasionally for two hours. In
center of a platter, arrange mush- three hours set the mixture aside to
rooms, olives, ham and onions In piles settle, then siphon or pour off the clear
around the rabbit and pour the sauce liquid. Store in small bottles tightly
over all.
corked, as the liquid absorbs carbonic
Mock Roast Chicken.
Take one acid from the air, thus darkening the
pound of the shin of veal, two ounce color und reducing the strength. Keep
of salt pork, one tablespoonful of chopeither In a dark bottle or wrap the
ped onion; mix thoroughly with one bottle In dark paper. I'se
f
and
teaspoonfulB of salt, pep- - of a tenspoonful of the vlscogen to
s
er and one-haof a cupful of cream
cupful of milk. Line
s
a mold with
of the mixture. well chilled. Stir well, then beat with
r
an
a usual.
'ut one cupful of bread crumbs and
one cupful of milk in a saucepan and
Kitchen Bouquet. The browning
stir over the tire until tnlck. Add one used for
gravies and various sauce
teaspnonful of salt, a little pepper and may be made at home. I'ut a cupful
one tenspoonful of poultry dressing, of sugar In an Iron
frying pan over
with two teaspoonfuls of chopped on- - the fire. Stir and
shake until it turn
ons. Mix well and put In the center n dark brown. Add a
of
of the mold. Cover with the remain boiling water, a clove of
gnrllc, one
ing veal mixture and strips of salt chopped onion, six whole
cloves, a
pork. Hake half an hour; Invert the tenspoonful of salt, a dash of tabasco
mold on a pan, surround with six po- snuce nnd n
saltspnonful of black pep
tatoes cut In strips, and roast until per. Simmer twenty minutes, strain
the pot u toes are tender, basting fre and bottle for use. Use a
tenspoonful
to flavor and color any meat sauce.
quently with the gravy in the pan.
Pried mushrooms may be soaked
A part of what we might term the
several hours In cold water, then used
n sauces as the fresh. Cook until ten
optimist's philosophy Is: If you can
a sltiiHtlon mend It; If you can't
mend
der In the water In which they are
mend It, forget It. Is It a
soaked and save It for flavor for soups philosophy or is It foolishness? good
lid sauces.
HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS.
A new

air

n

one-hal-

three-fourth-

lf

I believe that the aviation question is of sufficient imMrtanee to the
country to call for the creation of a single department of the government
to look after it to the exclusion of everything else. Great Britain was forced
to the adoption of this eighteen months or more ago, and so was France.
The United States should do likewise, and sooner or later she must do it
It it merely a question of whether she will do it now and take advantage
of the present opportunity to get ahead or whether she will wait until
forced to do what other nations have done and then attempt to come from
behind with the same old American disregard of expense and lack of appre
ciation of the wisdom of preparedness.
I know that there is opposition to the separate department plan on
the part of the navy. There is also opposition in certain army quarters,
but this is the result of selfishness and a disregard of the interests of aeronautics in its broad and general sense. The navy is concededly competent
to look after its own aeronautical needs. So likewise is the army. But
neither of them can go beyond their own service.
The attempt to create such a department may be successfully resisted
for a time although I honestly believe that congress will lie wise enough
to discount bureau jealousies and do the obviously sensible thing at this
session but whether it docs or not it cannot be long deferred.
No man knows what is to be the future of aeronautics. The mar
velous development of the science tan be best appreciated when we stop
to think that the first man to fly, Orville Wright, is today but forty-eig-

The average small buy npparently
gives little thought as to wherewithal
he shall be clothed clothes lielng the
least of his trouble. Hut If any fond
mother has visions of decking him out
In things that differ much from the
clothes worn by bis average, evervdny
school fellow, she might as well banish them first as last. Men and boys
are less Independent in the matter of
clothes than women and girls are.
This Is because they come In for a
lot of frank ridicule from their fellows
the minute they do anything unusual
In the way of dressing.
Here are two suits for school boys
the kind they like. They are made of
good qualities of woolen goods with
two pairs of knickerbockers to each
suit and boast certain small finishing
touches that will please their wearers,
although they are so conspicuous that
one's attention must be called to them.
For Instance the patch pockets on the
coat for the larger boy have flaps that
button down.
This Is tin advantage
that the
youngster

Three things mainly occupy our at
tention here: the meal,' the woman,
and the leaven.
.
The meal. Meal has a
and nutritious effect. It was
used In one of the
offer
ings which was typical of Christ (Lev.
2:1-It. V.); It was food for the
It. V.) ; Abraham
priests (Lev. 6:1.1-1had Snruh to knead a rake out of
three measures of meal for the angelic
messengers of the Lord (Gen. 18:fl);
Solomon's royal table was provided
with meal (I Kings 4:2); F.lljnh was
fed upon a rake made of meal (II
Kings 4:41); KIIkIiii used meul as an
antidote for the poison of death from
the pot (II Kings 4:38-412. The woman. In scripture we
Faith, absolute, unconque ruble faith,
Is one of the essential
concomitants.
If (he dishes In which Ice erenm or
find false doctrine being taught by
therefore one of the great secrets of
frozen dlsbei are served are chilled In
woman (Hev. 2:20). I Killing with
success. We must realise that one
the refrigerator the probcarries his success or failure with htm.
doctrine Is forbidden to women (I
that It does not depend upon outside
lem of melting Ices is
Tim. 2:12). In I Tim. 4:13; II Tim.
Trine.
conditions.
practically solved.
2:17, IN; II I'eter 2:1-3- , we And that
Salads, too, should be
the apostasy will be brought lu
A SIMPLE DINNER.
served on cold plates to
through false teaching within the
avoid wilting.
rank of God's people. The meaning,
The Idea of a simple dinner Is one
old.
Frozen dishes molded
I
then, of the parable is that the true years
tin
reasonable in cost, appetizing
in melon molds should
Shall America realize all this and shape her aims accordingly in time
doctrine, the meal given for the nourenough to be attractive
be served sliced In
ishment of the children of the king- to keep abreast of other nations, or shall we be permitted to bring up the
and not too much work
dom (II I'eter 2:2, I Tim. 4:0). will be
shaped
pieces,
to
prepare.
rear of a rapidly moving procession ?
from the center of tin
oflicially corrupted by false doctrine. straggling
Seasoned Cabbage
mold.
be
to
answered by congress and the people.
Serve at once on cold plate.
That is the question
Woman Is a type of the rhurch in
With Meat. Cut a me
Cream Is
some sense. The church Is hiding
enough when the
cabbage Into egg beater whipped
leaves Its print in thr
away false doctrine, and It corrupthalves and let It stand
ing effect are seen on every hand.
an hour In cold water to beaten cream. Longer beating will
3. The leaven. In scripture leaven
remove insects. If any. often cause bits of butter to form in
I
Invariably a type of evil. (1) All
Into a saucepan put one the cream.
A sufficient quantity of while sauce
Meed onion, a slice or two of bacon
through the Old Testament leaven I
a continual and unvarying tye of
nd cook together until the bacon and may be made to last two or three days
evil (Fx. 12:13; Lev. 2:11). It
onion are fried. Add the cabbage, and If kept covered In the Ice chest.
Flour timt has been sifted several
thnt Jesus should arbinter to cover, season with salt and
By EDWARD A. ROSS, in "Sin and Society"
cook until the cabbage Is nearly ten- days should always be reslfted when
trarily change, without due notice
and explanation, a won) from an
frank-fort- s
ready to use. If a cupful of flour Is
der. Add a few
evil to a gisxl sense, which the Spirit
and let them boll a few minutes. called for in a recipe do not dip the
of God had ao unchangingly used for
The sinister opportunities presented in this webbed aoeial life have Serve the cabbage neatly arranged In cup Into the flour, but fill it lightly
T5
two thousand year. (2) Jesu himwith a spoon. All recipes In the mod
y mmviy
seized unhesitatingly, because such treasons, have not yet become infa halves with the sausages over the top. ern
been
self make leaven to denote sin (Matt.
books call for level measurements
Rica Cooked in Chicken Stock.
with
with
railroad
murders
a
rebate,
16:6. 12; Mark 8:1.1). (3) I'util uses mous. The man who picks pockets
Cook rice until nearly tender in water of all Ingredients.
leaven In it usual biblical sense (I an adulterant instead of a bludgeon, burglarizes with a rakeoff instead then add enough chicken stock to seaSweet milk may be soured Instant
Cor. 8:6-8- ; Gal. 5:8, 0). Further, this
ly by adding two teasMMnfuls of vine
son well and finish cooking.
s
deck
of
Serve
cards,
instead'of
a
with
a
cheats
of
company
prospectus
jimmy,
i
the only Interpretation that will
gar to a cupful of milk.
a a vegetable.
or scuttles his town instead of his ship, doesn't feel on his brow the brand
harmonize with Christ'
The usual recipe serves six people
Interpret
Cheese and Peanut Salad.
Cottage
tlon of the first two parables. Fact
of a malefactor. The sheddcr of blood, the oppressor of the. widow and
Mix a half cupful of peanuts, which amply. By cutting down the Ingredl
patent to all prove that the professed
treacheries fly no have been shelled and put through the cuts to hnlve or thirds It suit the
became odious, but latter-da- y
rhurch today I feeding upon the the fatherless, long ago
meat chopper, using the coarse cutter, needs of a small family. If fortunate
leaven of formalism and legalism In' skull and crossbones at the masthead.
with a cupful of seasoned cottage enough to have a large one double the
Those who originate styles for the
stead of the unleavened bread of s!n
Our social organization has developed to a stage where the old right cheese. Make Into halls with a sinxiii amounts.
are destined to come In for
and
the
Word of God euosncss is not
truth
In making French dressing nse half flapper
cerlty
on
serve
lettuce.
and
the
need
to
We
annual
an
Decalogue.
supplement
thanks from that opinionated
enough.
III. The Parable of the Hid Treas
lemon Juice nnd half vinegar or dilute many
Bread.
Mix
Oat
Steamed
two
cup
young person when she views the newThe growth of credit institutions, the spread of fiduciary relations, ful of rolled
ure (v. 44).
oats, ground ; one cupful the vinegar with water or fruit Juice, winter coat designed for her. Since
IV. The Parable of the Merchant
the enmeshing of industry in law, the interlacing of government and busi' nf corn flour, two and a half teaspoon-fn- l using three times as much oil as acid.
specialists give their time and thought
man Seeking Pearl
4.1, 46).
A convenient way of making the
of baking powder and two
the multiplication of boards of inspectors beneficent as they all are,
to her needs styles for her frocks and
V. The Parable of the Drag Net nest,
I
to
all
Add
the
two
of
salt.
put
Ingredient
cupful of dressing
coats and millinery are no lotiger
they invite to sin. What gateways they open to greed ! What fresh para milk, two eggs, two tablespoonful
Into
a
and
Jar
fruit
shake
of
until It afterthoughts of those whose busltiess
I
sites they let in on usl How idle in our new situation to intone the old melted shortening and
It
and
thickens
then
cupready to use I to design apparel for grow
.
(For a detailed study of the last litanies 1
ful of corn si nip. Steam In baking at any time with a few preliminary
Of tourse when the girl from twelve
three parable see if Itevlew for Sep- to seventeen own a frock or coat thnt
life is not to be seen and touched; it powder can two hours or bake In shakes, and win keep Indefinitely In
The reality of this close-kn- it
cool place.
Creased muffin pans.
takes its cue from rtyle worn by
most be thought The sins it opens the door to are to be discerned by
In molding gelatin mixture
Rhubarb Pic. Take one and one- the grown-upher happiness ia complete.
T Make All Men One.
half cupful of chopped rhubarb, one chilling may he hastened by having at Here ia a coat which ha the long
knitting the brows rather than by opening the eye.
The end of Christianity smni to be
of sugar, one tablespoonful of hand a dripping pan filled with shoulder and graceful
It take imagination to see that bogus medical diploma, lying adver cupful
drapery that
to make all men one with God a Christ
floor and a half teaspoonful of salt; cracked Ice Into which the molds may rules in the new fall coats for women.
g
takes
instruments.
are
testimonial
It
fake
and
was one with him; to brine them to tisement,
mix with two tablespoonful of water be set. A tittle salt sprinkled on the It Is made of velours and Is less fall
snch a state of obedience and goodness imagination to see that savings-ban- k
wrecker, loan shark and investment and cook until thoroughly hot and the Ice quicken the chilling.
than the coat whose style It follows.
that we shall think divine sentiment, swindler in
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"III gloat over since he Hill not loso
bis treasures, no matter what imsltlon
the fortunes of war may place his
anatomy In. Also a buckle, like that
on the cloth bejt, for some reason, has
(harms for the small boy. thut are
This suit is made of dark
lasting.
woolen goods, soft finish and with an
indistinct pin stripe. With a stiff turndown collar and gay plaid tie. the boy
looks very trim and well set up in it.
For the smaller boy a plain wool
goods Is used to make straight, short
punts nnd a moderately long coat.
This Is cut with pleats at each side,
and the body Is set onto a yoke. A
belt of the material slips through
slides of it. set on and fastened with
two buttons at the front to make assurance doubly sure. He may put one
fastening out of commission, but hardly two of them at the same time. The
collar I finished off for
him with n narrow tie with tasseled
ends. He may consider this tie a little
extreme In style and manage to dispense with the tassels.
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Decalogue in These Latter Days

small sailor collar, with three
at each side, set an maniple
which the sleeve follow by udopting
three plait for their decoration. Covered buttons, like those on the back
of the coat, finish up the sleeve trimThe coat fall to the calf of
ming.
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great deal to It credit It I a
example of the advantage
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Attractive Leghorn Mats.
Very girlish are the leghorn hits
trimmed with a sash of wide rallle or
wiet ribbon with a bow and long
streamer ends. White taffeta petah
covered the entire crow a of one poke
shaped leghorn that attracted my
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know United State
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why we sell them.

Martins Tire Shop, Santa Fe
Bernalillo Mercantile Co., Domingo
Bond & Nohl Mercantile. Co., R. A. Cifiord, Espanola
Espanola Garage, H. T. McCurdy, Espanola
Emile Mignardot, Moriarty
Closson s Garage, Santa Fe
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